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Sum m ary
In this thesis, we investigate the orbit control strategies of small satellites in Low 
Earth Orbits (LEO) where the disturbance effects are significant, in particular 
the nonspherical Earth and atmospheric drag effects. These orbits are not suit­
able to be controlled by using traditional ground-based control strategies which 
generally require high-thrust propulsion systems and other expensive resources, 
both onboard and in the ground segment.
In order to react to those disturbances spontaneously and keep a small satellite 
at a pre-defined station using its limited resources, autonomous orbit control 
technology needs to be enabled. W ith the current advances in navigation and 
propulsion technology, as well as onboard computation systems, the only key issue 
that needs further investigations for practical implementation of an autonomous 
orbit operation system is the control algorithm.
The orbit control strategies we investigate here are treated separately for each of 
the orbital control phases, i.e. orbit deployment and acquisition, orbit transfer 
and orbit maintenance. We present various forms of the solutions of the epicycle 
motion which allow us to treat each control problem according to the control 
requirements, nature of perturbations, control time scales and available resources. 
Although applied in different manners, the optimal low-thrust control scheme is a 
common aim for all control problems investigated here, as we mainly focus upon 
applications for low cost small satellites in LEO.
The verifications of the strategies proposed in this thesis have been demonstrated 
not only via computer simulations, but also sucessfully demonstrated on in-orbit 
small satellite platforms thanks to an active small satellite programme at Surrey 
Space Centre. The success of this study is hoped to provide a valuable basis for 
satellite orbit operations which will involve larger number of satellites with more 
complex configurations in the future.
K ey  w ords: autonomous orbit control, low-thrust orbit control, epicycle mo­
tion, small satellite, low Earth orbit, orbit acquisition, orbit transfer, orbit main­
tenance
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 W hy do we need orbital control?
A satellite orbiting about a planet experiences not only the planet’s central grav­
itational force, but also other forces from various natural sources. The effects 
of these external forces disturb the satellite motion throughout its life span in 
orbit. This, therefore, requires the satellite position to be controlled passively 
and/or actively in order to keep the satellite at its desired position for serving 
the mission purpose.
Generally, the perturbation effects on orbital motion result in secular and 
periodic changes. Secular changes grow with time, and errors in secular terms 
produce unbounded growth in position error. Periodic changes are either short- 
or /oM(/-periodic, depending on the length of time required for an effect to repeat. 
Short-periodic effects typically repeat on the order of the satellite’s period or less. 
Long-periodic effects cycle on a considerably longer timescale than one orbital 
period. Figure (1.1) shows an example of each of these effects. We can describe 
the motion of a satellite under the influence of a perturbing force by a time- 
ordered series of position and velocity vectors. Consequently, at each point in 
time, we can use these vectors to find the instantaneous orbital elements which
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Figure 1.1: Effect of perturbation forces on orbital elements.
we call osculating elements. In other words, the osculating orbit corresponds to 
the unperturbed orbit the satellite would follow if all perturbations were instantly 
removed.
The motion of an Earth-orbiting satellite can be perturbed by the following 
disturbance forces:
(a) departures of the E arth ’s gravitational attraction from spherical sym­
metry, principally a consequence of the flattening of the Earth due its rotation.
(b) atmospheric drag, arising from the rapid movement of the satellite through 
the E arth ’s upper atmosphere;
(c) lunisolar forces - mainly the gravitational attraction of the Sun and Moon, 
but also solar radiation pressure;
(d) other forces, such as the gravitational effects of Earth tides and ocean 
tides and planetary gravitational perturbations.
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1.1.1 Effects of th e  E arth ’s G ravitational F ield
The orbit of a satellite about a spherical planet with a radially symmetrical 
density distribution is confined to a single plane, and the trajectory of the satellite 
closes after one orbit in inertial space. In reality planets, such as the Earth, are 
not perfectly spherical and this causes the orbital plane of the satellite to drift, 
and the trajectory not to close.
The so-called J 2 effect caused by the second zonal harmonic of the geopotential 
contributes the most significant disturbances to a satellite’s orbit. It causes the 
orbital plane to rotate secularly about the E arth’s axis in the direction opposite 
to the satellite’s motion, and the major axis of the orbit to rotate in its orbital 
plane [1]. Other higher even zonal harmonics also contribute secular variations, 
but with an order of magnitude approximately 10  ^ times smaller. The odd zonal 
harmonics, i.e. J 3 , J 5 , J 7 , ..., cause long-periodic perturbations which affect the 
shape of the orbit, i.e. eccentricity and argument of perigee, without altering 
the semimajor axis, and both odd and even zonal harmonics contribute short- 
periodic variations of the satellite’s orbit both in-plane and out-of-plane [62]. The 
variations of gravity with longitude generally produce periodic perturbations in 
the orbital elements due to the rotation of the Earth [9].
1.1.2 Effects o f A tm ospheric D rag
Since the atmospheric density decreases with height above the Earth, a satellite 
is affected most by drag within a section of the orbit where it is closest to the 
Earth, i.e. perigee, with the result that it does not swing out so far from the 
Earth at the subsequent apogee. The apogee height is reduced while the perigee 
height remains almost constant. This causes the orbit to become more circular, 
and the orbital radius becomes smaller, as shown in figure (1.2).
If the Earth is taken as spherical, an initially circular orbit will remain circular 
and the effect of atmospheric drag is to reduce the orbital radius only, at an
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Figure 1.2: Atmospheric drag effect on an elliptic satellite orbit.
increasing rate, with the eccentricity preserved so that the satellite spirals in.
The relevant heights for which atmospheric drag makes a significant impact 
upon the satellite’s orbit are 120-2000 km. The atmosphere rotates at approxim­
ately, but not exactly, the same speed as the Earth [3], and this rotation subjects 
the satellite to a small out-of-plane force which slightly alters the orientation of 
the orbital plane, leading to a slowly increasing change in inclination and a small 
periodic change in the orbital node. In addition, the atmosphere is oblate like the 
Earth, and the consequent asymmetry in drag can alter the argument of perigee 
bv a small amount.
1.1.3 Effects o f the Sun and M oon
Earth satellite orbits are perturbed by the gravitational attractions of the Sun 
and the Moon and also by solar radiation pressure. Perturbations due to Earth 's 
oblateness and atmospheric drag become less important with increasing distance
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from the Earth. On the other hand, the perturbations from the Sun and the 
Moon become more important at higher altitudes. The combined lunisolar grav­
itational perturbations will introduce long-periodic and/or secular variations in 
eccentricity, inclination, node and argument of perigee, while semimajor axis re­
mains constant [9]. For a geosynchronous orbit with initially zero inclination, 
the Sun/Moon perturbations increase the orbit inclination at a rate of about 
Ideg/year for the first 10 years and the inclination reaches 15 deg in about 17 
years. After that, the inclination decreases to zero in a further 27 years. This 
results in the so-called North-South stationkeeping problem [15].
The incoming radiation from the Sun causes a force on the satellite. Like 
atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure is a nonconservative surface force and 
its effect is proportional to the area-to-mass ratio of the satellite. The effects 
of solar radiation pressure are usually periodic, and all the orbital elements are 
affected, if account is taken of the E arth’s shadow [6].
1.1.4 O ther P ertu rb ations
There are some other natural forces tha t perturb the satellite orbit, which include 
Earth-reflected solar radiation pressure; the gravitational effects of Earth tides 
and ocean tides and the gravitational perturbations of other planets. However, 
all these effects are usually small. For high-drag satellites, they are very small 
compared with the consequences of drag and are usually smaller than the error 
due to the approximations necessary in the theory.
For LEO satellites the Earth oblateness and atmospheric drag perturbation 
effects are the most significant, whereas the other effects mentioned above are 
small and can be neglected. In the control of the motion of a satellite, therefore, 
it is important to model these two disturbance effects quantitatively, so that 
a control strategy can be properly designed and the mission resources can be 
optimally used. The details of disturbance modeling will be discussed in the next
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chapter.
1.2 Traditional W ays of Orbit Control
Since the first commercial satellite was launched into orbit in 1965, most satellites 
have been controlled by commands sent from the ground. Stationkeeping for 
a communications satellite in GEO [15], for example, is required to keep the 
satellite inside an assigned volume of space which is stationary relative to the 
ground. Delta-V commands are calculated and sent occasionally from the ground 
to overcome the effects of disturbances: east-west manoeuvres to overcome the 
forces caused by the E arth’s asphericity and solar radiation pressure, and north- 
south manoeuvres to overcome the inclination changes caused by the attraction 
of Moon and Sun.
This ground-based technique still plays an im portant role even in the control of 
modern LEO satellites. Both orbit transfer and maintenance phases of these satel­
lites rely on the navigation system and delta-V commands sent from the ground 
[98, 99,108]. Expensive mission resources both onboard the spacecraft and for the 
ground segment are generally demanded for navigation and control system. The 
precision orbit determination system (POD) of the TOPEX/POSEIDON mis­
sion [16], for instance, relies on tracking data tha t comes from variety of sources, 
including the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) system, Doppler Orbitography and 
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) system and Global Position­
ing System (GPS) (more details of these sensing techniques will be discussed in 
the next section). The satellite carries a mono-propellant hydrazine blow-down 
propulsion system consisting of twelve 1-N and four 22-N thrusters for orbit and 
attitude control [99].
These ground-based control strategies are usually operated with low control 
frequency, because the satellite can be commanded only during some particular 
time window when it can be viewed from the ground control station. When the
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required control accuracy is tight and the time constant of disturbance effects are 
short even with expensive resources a traditional orbit control system still cannot 
react spontaneously to disturbances. Moreover, the nature of atmospheric drag 
tends to generate significant orbital evolution at lower altitudes. Orbit control 
against atmospheric drag, therefore, will be more expensive using low frequency 
control techniques.
The modern trend in the space industry is to perform a number of missions 
using small, low cost satellites. There is increasing interest in the use of small 
microsatellites for Earth observation. Controlling the orbits of such satellites 
using a large ground segment, however, would be entirely disproportionate to 
the satellite cost. Secondly, these smaller satellites have a much more restricted 
fuel budget than their larger cousins, and so optimal control methods need to be 
exploited so as to minimise fuel requirements.
Another trend in the small satellite industry is the proposed use of systems of 
small satellites to fiy in formation. Such systems provide better spatial and tem­
poral resolution of geospace and can simulate a synthetic aperture for improved 
resolution [14] and are robust to single satellite failures. At Surrey Space Centre 
(SSC), for example, a number of constellations of small satellites have been pro­
posed for Earth observation and communications purposes, as summarised in 
table (1.1).
Maintaining satellites in a formation becomes complicated, and requires ex­
pensive resources when operated from the ground. For all these reasons, autonom­
ous orbit control is an active area at present [32, 76] not only for Earth-orbiting 
satellites but also interplanetary satellites [77].
1.3 A utonom ous Orbit Control
Essentially, an orbit control system comprises of three main parts, i.e. orbit 
determination, control logic and orbit manoeuvring actuation, as shown in figure
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Mission
Name
Purpose Orbit Spacecraft
Size
Number of 
Spacecraft
RapiclEye EG 600 km SSG 
12:00 LTAN
300 kg 4 in single plane
GANDER Altimetry 2 perpendicular 
planes 600 km 
80 deg inclination
90 kg 16 (8 in each plane)
E-SAT Store & Forward 
communication
2 perpendicular 
polar orbits 650 km
130 kg 6 (3 in each plane)
DMC Disaster monitoring: 
EG and Comms
680 km, SSG 
10:30 LTAN
100 kg 5 - 7 in single plane
EO.'Earth Observation, SSO:Sun-Synchronous Orbit, LTAN:Local Time of Ascending Node 
Table 1.1: Small Satellite Constellation Programmes at SSC
Control Implementation
D e lta -V  v alid a tio n  
A ltititde  O rie n ta tio n
Actuator
O n b o a rd  th ru ste rs  
D iffere n tia l D rag  
S o la r  s a i l , e t c .
Orbital Dynamics
Control Logic
D e ita -V  s tra te g y
Orbit Determination
G r o u tid -b a s e d  track ittg  
O p tic a l-b a s e d  n av ig a tio n  
T D R S  
G PS
In te rsa te llite  link
Figure 1.3: Orbit Control System
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(1.3). Some type of sensor is needed in order to provide navigation data to 
the orbit determination system which, in turn, determines the satellite’s state 
vector in a useful form. Following is a survey of the existing satellite navigation 
techniques.
A traditional spacecraft tracking technique is to track the Doppler shift of the 
transm itted signal from the satellite. From the change in the Doppler shift, the 
time of closest approach can be found, and the shape of the Doppler curve gives 
information from which the orbit can be derived. Successive orbits can be used to 
refine the orbit model. This one-way tracking technique was used for tracking of 
the World’s first satellite, Sputnik /, and is still used and applied to any satellite 
producing a signal with no dedicated hardware required [12]. Higher accuracies 
can be obtained if the satellite transm itter is locked at a stable oscillator (or the 
ground-based transm itter if using a satellite transponder), and the atmospheric 
effects can be reduced if the satellite is transm itting at two frequencies. The 
accuracy of this technique is limited by the long periods during which the satellite 
is invisible to the ground station.
The Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS) 
system [13] demonstrates the very high orbit determination accuracies possible 
from the Doppler tracking techniques. Two radio signals (401 MHz and 2036 
MHz) are transm itted from 51 different ground-based beacons around the world 
and received on the spacecraft. Both the beacons and the satellites have ultra­
stable oscillators which are referenced to a central master beacon. Onboard 
DORIS receivers have been flown on TOPEX/Poseidon and SPOT satellites with 
an accuracy of 3 cm (RMS) in position determination [16]. However, the cur­
rent hardware technology available is 18 kg, consumes 14 W atts, and is clearly 
inappropriate for the operational tracking of small satellites.
A method commonly used operationally to determine the orbit of both LEO 
and GEO satellites is through S-band pulse ranging. This has the requirement of 
a transponder on the satellite. The ground station transmits a pulse or code
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(modulated onto a carrier) which travels to the satellite. The code is then 
frequency-converted and transm itted down to the ground again. W ith a cal­
ibrated system, the propagation delays can be isolated and the range can be 
determined. Satellite velocity information can be gained by taking the difference 
between two ranges and finding the range rate. This requires maintaining the 
antenna pointing towards the satellite. W ith two or more tracking stations, the 
orbit of the satellite would be determined with a typical accuracy around 2-5 
km [10]. The disadvantage of these systems is tha t they rely on a telemetry and 
transponder system which is too expensive and bulky for many small satellites. 
The ground station support with self-pointing antenna is also expensive, although 
standard from mission to mission. This may be prohibitively expensive for many 
low cost missions.
The JPL Deep Space Network (DSN) [19] uses similar two-way communication 
techniques to provide tracking of interplanetary probes. DSN communication 
facilities are placed approximately 120 deg apart around the world.
The two-way communication tracking techniques have been extended by provid­
ing ranging links from GEO satellites instead of from a ground station. The 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) [20] was first launched to 
begin replacing NASA’s worldwide ground tracking network in 1983. The sys­
tem can provide the possibility of real-time tracking for over 20 hours, whereas 
the traditional use of ground stations allows space-to-ground real-time commu­
nication no more than 3 |  hours every 24. TDRSS coverage ranges from 85% to 
100% of a satellite’s orbit. (The real-time tracking availability depends upon the 
orientation of the orbit.) TDRSS offers tracking and data communications for as 
many as 32 satellites simultaneously; the existing ground-station network, such 
as DSN, can service no more than 2 satellites at one time. The cost of maintain­
ing TDRSS, however, is high, and is primarily justified for the support of shuttle 
operations, although it also supports dozens of NASA scientific satellites.
In 1964 NASA first demonstrated laser ranging for satellite orbit determin­
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ation and has continued to support this development, leading to the extremely 
high precision Satellite Laser Ranging System (SLR) [22]. In SLR, ground-based 
stations transm it short intense laser pulses to a retro-reflector equipped satellite. 
The round trip time of flight of the laser pulse is precisely measured and correc­
ted for atmospheric delay to obtain a geometric range. Ranging of these retro- 
reflectors with a global network of laser stations allows NASA to determine both 
the precise orbit of a satellite and the station positions to sub-centimetre accuracy. 
This level of precision benefits the study of the Earth, including the measurement 
of the E arth’s gravity field and global tectonic plate motion. SLR is also being 
used in precise orbit determination support of the ERS-1 and TOPEX/Poseidon 
missions to measure the topography of the E arth ’s ocean and ice sheets.
Tracking techniques using radar are more commonly used, and very much 
associated with the military, as, it is the most reliable method of determining 
the orbit of a foreign object tha t has no specific tracking hardware or transm it­
ters onboard. For example, the North American Aerospace Defense Command 
(NORAD) [23] uses a sophisticated radar network to measure the position and 
velocity of the objects as they pass overhead through measurements of range 
and range rates. The recovered orbital elements for most orbiting satellites are 
disseminated to the public through several channels, one of which is a Bulletin 
Board run by NASA at the Goddard Space Centre [24].
Optical sensors can provide angle outputs, right ascension and declination, 
which leads to the determination of a satellite orbit. Ground-based Electro-Optical 
Deep Space Surveillance (GEODSS) sites assigned to Air Force Space Gomm.and 
(AFSPG) [25] use very precise telescopes to scan the night sky (they can see 
objects 10,000 times dimmer than the human eye can detect). The system then 
uses charge-couple device (CCD) cameras to take electronic snapshots. Compar­
ing the resulting time-tagged photographs to star catalogs yields highly accurate 
angular measurements.
All ground-based orbit sensing techniques mentioned above have some com-
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mon disadvantages. The limited field of view of the antennas means the orbits 
cannot be determined in real-time. Orbit propagators are generally required for 
generating the satellite ephemeris during the period tha t measurements are not 
available. Also heavy sensors, such as the DORIS receivers, and expensive ground 
facilities are not suitable for those low cost lightweight satellites. This encour­
ages the research and development of modern autonomous navigation systems 
for spacecraft. The principle problem is to provide orbit determination that is 
reliable, robust, and economical in terms of both cost and mass.
The Global Positioning System  (GPS) enables satellite navigation to be per­
formed autonomously onboard the spacecraft by using only a single receiver, and 
a filtering technique may be employed to provide real-time orbital state without 
the requirement for orbit propagator [18]. The GPS satellites, orbiting in in­
clined circular orbits with 12-hours orbital period, transmit ranging codes and 
navigation data to the receiver on two frequencies called LI (1575.42 MHz) and 
L2 (1227.60 MHz). Measurements taken from at least four satellites are required 
in order to resolve the clock offset error between the satellites and receiver, and 
recover the receiver’s three-dimensional location. Due to the receivers small, 
lightweight and low cost advantages, the GPS-based navigation techniques have 
been widely used to provide high accuracy navigation data for satellites in LEO 
and MEG [21].
There are also a number of autonomous navigation and attitude determina­
tion systems tha t are based upon optical sensing. An example of such a system 
is the Space Sextant^ developed and flight tested in the late 1970s as a means 
of autonomous navigation by accurately measuring the angle between a star and 
the limb of the moon [26]. The method works over a very large region of space, 
including GEO orbits. Despite this, the Space Sextant unit’s usefulness is still 
limited in many space applications because of its need for precise telescope meas­
urements which makes the instrument rather heavy.
The Stellar-horizon system  is based on the interaction of starlight with the
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System Basis Typical Accuracy 
(3a)
Operating Range
GPS Network of navigation 
satellites
15 m -100 m 
in LEO
LEO only
MANS Observations of Earth, 
Sun and Moon
100 m - 400 m 
in LEO
LEO to GEO, 
lunar & 
planetary orbits
Space Sextant Angle between stars and 
Moon’s limb
250 m LEO to GEO
Stellar refraction Refraction of starlight 
passing through the 
atmosphere
150 m -1km Principally LEO
Satellite crosslinks Rang and range rate or 
angle measurements to 
satellites in a constellation
theoretically as 
good as 50 m
Principally LEO
Table 1.2: Autonomous Navigation Methods.
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E arth’s atmosphere [27]. Specifically, as stars approach the edge of the Earth, as 
seen from the spacecraft, refraction will cause their position relative to other stars 
to shift, producing an effect which can be measured with considerable accuracy. 
However, none of these systems has been fully developed for flight as yet.
The Microcosm Autonomous Navigation System  (MANS) uses observations of 
the Earth, Sun and Moon from a single sensor to provide real-time position and 
attitude data [4]. This works for any orbit from LEO to beyond GEO. MANS was 
successfully tested in 1994 as a payload aboard the Air Force TAOS spacecraft.
There are a number of proposals which have been made for using satellite 
crosslinks to provide orbit determination. This is of interest because it can be 
done with crosslink equipment used for intersatellite communication, and there­
fore requires minimal additional hardware [28]. Satellite-to-satellite tracking, 
however, provides only the relative positions of the satellites in the constellation. 
Also the satellites become interdependent, so it may not work well for the first 
satellites or may degrade if a satellite ceases to operate. Other special equipment 
such as tracking radar [29] or terrestrial laser communication systems [30] are 
also available for intersatellite relative position sensing. Table (1.2) summarises 
the current autonomous navigation systems.
The output from the orbit determination system is usually the satellite state 
vector, which could be either position and velocity vectors, or a set of orbital 
elements. This is fed into the control logic module (see figure (1.3)) to identify 
the difference between the current state and the desired state. This module then 
calculates a control action to manoeuvre the satellite to correct this error.
The command essentially comprises a correction delta-V vector and the time 
for firing, and is sent to the control implementation module to validate this com­
mand. In this module the command is limited within the flight constraints. The 
delta-V magnitude, for example, must be within a range tha t can be practically 
executed by the thrusters, and with acceptable disturbances to the spacecraft’s 
attitude. This module also communicates with the attitude control system in
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order to align the thrusters accordingly to the delta-V direction command.
The propulsion system, the control system’s actuator, provides the thrust, 
which has to be translated from the commanded delta-V to the real action to 
control the satellite orbital motion. In our cold-gas propulsion system, for ex­
ample, a delta-V can be implemented by emptying a pressurised gas accumulator 
through a nozzle, and the delta-V magnitude can be varied by controlling the 
time tha t the valve is open.
Recently, apart from thrusters, some exotic types of propulsion systems have 
been investigated. Solar sails [31], for instance, employ solar pressure as a free 
propellant source to control satellite position. The utilisation of atmospheric 
drag as a sort of low-cost actuator for the relative position control of satellite 
constellations in LEO has also been studied and shown to be feasible [65, 66]. 
Using solar pressure and atmospheric drag are, however, limited to only specific 
satellite configurations and orbit altitudes.
1.4 SSC Small Satellites
Along with the innovative analysis proposed in this thesis, some demonstrations 
and case studies are presented to show the performance of the proposed algorithm. 
Very fortunately, at Surrey Space Centre, there are a number of new generation 
missions tha t carry propulsion systems utilised for orbit control operations. With 
the variety of missions both in single satellite and satellite constellation forms, 
this provides an excellent set of realistic testbeds for the experimentation and 
verification of the proposed algorithms. In this section, a brief description of the 
SSC missions is presented.
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C lass M ass C ost
Large satellite > lOOO/c^ ' > $1 0 0 M
Small satellite 500-1000kg $30-100M
Mini-satellite 100-500kg $7-30M
Micro-satellite 1 0 -1 0 0 kg $2-5M
Nano-satellite < IQkg $0.5-lM
Table 1.3: Classes of Satellite
1.4.1 Background
Traditional satellites tend to fall into the large or small satellite category (see table
(1.3)), however, it has been shown that microsatellites can provide platforms for 
carrying out successful civilian and military missions. These missions are typically 
characterised by the requirement for fast response time and low cost. Activities
that are well suited to this size of platform include:
(a) Specialised communications
(b) Earth Observation
(c) Small-Scale Science
(d) Technology Demonstration/Verification
(e) Education and training
The University of Surrey has pioneered microsatellite technologies since the
beginning of the UoSAT programme in 1979. A modular spacecraft structure 
coupled with innovative problem solving and the use of “piggy back” launch 
opportunities has allowed low cost access to space to become a reality. Up until 
now SSC has produced and launched 19 satellites [34].
A typical microsatellite platform is based around a series of trays each sup­
porting a separate system around which the solar arrays are mounted (see figure
(1.4)). Communications are carried out using VHF uplinks and UHF downlinks. 
Electrical power is generated by body mounted GaAs solar arrays and stored in
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Figure 1.4: Typical SSC Microsatellite Platform.
a 7 Ah NiCd battery. Attitude determination is provided by sun, Earth horizon 
and geomagnetic field sensors. Orbital position is determined from an on board 
GPS receiver. Attitude control is carried out using a combination of passive grav­
ity gradient and active closed-loop electromagnetic stabilisation. However, there 
is no active control means for orbit adjustment.
1.4.2 U oSAT-12: T he F irst M in isatellite  P latform
Modern sophisticated satellite systems are requiring more power, better pointing 
accuracy, orbit adjustment and maintenance capabilities, faster data rates, and 
larger payload capacity. The minisatellite platform, therefore, has been designed 
by SSC to meet a variety of mission objectives by enhancing the microsatellite 
design whilst continuing to use a modular design approach.
The UoSAT-12 (see figure (1.5)), launched in April 1999, is the first gen-
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Figure 1.5: UoSAT- 1 2  the first SSC minisatellite platform.
eration of minisatellite platform built at SSC. Its improved specifications from
microsatellite platforms are:
(a) 300kg total mass
(b) 150kg payload capacity
(c) Im diameter, 0 .8 m height
(d) 3 axis attitude stabilisation at 0.1 deg control
(e) GPS and Star sensor for autonomous orbit and attitude determination
(f) 1 Mbps L/S-band communications link
(g) Onboard propulsion for orbit and attitude control
(h) 100 W orbit average power, 1 kW peak power
UoSAT-12 carries payloads for 32-metre-resolution multi-spectral and 10-
metre-resolution panchromatic Earth imaging; experimental S-band/ L-band com­
munications and operational \'H F /U H F  store-and-forward messaging.
In addition to these payloads, UoSAT-12 demonstrates Surrey’s new rnin-
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isatellite bus system, including GPS orbit and attitude determination; cold-gas 
orbit and attitude control; Nitrous Oxide resistojet orbit control; star imagers 
and reaction wheels.
Space Global Positioning Receiver (SGR), developed at Surrey, with 5 anten­
nas is used to provide navigation data. The multiple antennas provide differen­
tial carrier phase information for precision attitude determination as well [42]. 
This equipment was co-developed under a joint project with the European Space 
agency (ESA) [41].
Two star imagers have been flown for high accuracy attitude determination 
experimentation. An accuracy of better than 0.005 deg. is expected to be gained. 
This will be a great improvement from the 0.1 deg. accuracy obtained from tradi­
tional attitude determination techniques with the combination of magnetometers 
and Sun sensors and Earth horizon sensors.
A cold-gas nitrogen propulsion system with 7 kg of nitrogen gas is carried 
to demonstrate orbit as well as attitude control. It provides lOOmN thrust with 
an estimated total delta-V of 16m/s [37]. Two thrusters are dedicated for orbit 
control and another 8  thrusters for attitude control to demonstrate innovative 
optimal combined reaction wheel momentum dumping and large angle slew man­
oeuvring [43]. The thrusters are mounted on the space-pointing surface (facet) 
as shown in figure (1 .6 ).
An experimental nitrous oxide resistojet with 2.3kg of gas is also flown to 
confirm the capability of a low risk fuel for orbit manoeuvring [36]. A total delta- 
V of 11.4 m /s, and a thrust level of 90mN is expected from this experimental 
system. The thruster is aligned with a 30 deg tilted from the facet, so that its 
alignment passes through the centre of gravity.
Under normal operating conditions the UoSAT- 1 2  AODGS task will be run on 
the main 80386EX computer. This dual redundant computer features a floating 
point co-processor and 128 Mbytes RAM for program and data storage. If for 
any reason this computer is unavailable the processing can be carried out by the
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Figure 1 .6 : The alignment of UoSAT-12 thrusters. There are 8  cold-gas thrusters 
for attitude control (denoted by roll, pitch and yaw), 2 cold-gas thrusters (denoted 
by orbit X+  and orbit X-) and the experimental resistojet for orbit control.
80186 computer, the TMS320C31 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or the T805 
Transputer. All onboard computers and microcontrollers for each subsystem 
communicate via a Control Area Network (CAN) bus and Ethernet Local Area 
Network (LAN).
1.5 Thesis Outline
Following the general introduction in this chapter, the principles of orbital dy­
namics will be described in chapter 2. The emphasis is on analytical solutions 
for the motion described via epicycle parameters which are used throughout for 
the orbit control system design in the subsequent chapters.
The earliest orbit operational phase, orbit deployment and acquisition, will
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be discussed in chapter 3. In this chapter an innovative orbital motion model 
under a continuous thrust programme is developed to describe the relative mo­
tion between satellites, and analyse manoeuvres. The equations are derived in 
polar coordinates where the osculating elements during manoeuvring are expli­
citly shown. This provides a useful tool for the optimal manoeuvring design both 
when the minimal delta-V and the orbital shape preservation are concerned.
In chapter 4, we consider the problem of placing a satellite into a precisely 
defined orbit. We analyse the dynamics and optimal control strategy for repeat- 
groundtrack and frozen orbits.
In chapter 5, we discuss maintenance strategies that keep the satellite in its 
predefined orbit over long timescales, countering gravitational and drag perturb­
ations.
In chapter 6 , we extend the orbit maintenance analysis to multiple-satellite 
systems where the satellites positions are controlled not only with respect to the 
ground but also to each other.
Finally, the conclusions and discussions of the overall study are drawn in the 
last chapter.
Chapter 2
D ynam ics M odeling
Modeling of the dynamics of the system to be controlled is the first important 
step in control system design. The more realistic the model, the more accurate 
the control performance can be achieved. In orbit control, the effects of some 
disturbance forces, as introduced in chapter 1 , are significant and directly affect 
the onboard resource requirement. The E arth ’s oblateness and atmospheric drag, 
for examples, are two major sources of disturbance for LEO satellites. Modelling 
these disturbances allows us to estimate the delta-V requirement and design a 
control strategy which can use the mission resources optimally.
In this chapter, we explore the mathematical modeling of artificial satellite 
motion in orbit about the Earth. We start with the equations of motion in the 
two-body case. The main discussion, however, is focused upon the motion of 
satellites under perturbing accelerations, in particular for LEO satellites.
2.1 T w o-B ody M otion
Before discussing the equations of motion involving perturbations, it is important 
to review the two-body, or Keplerian, motion. The equation of motion for a 
satellite moving under the attraction of a point mass planet without any other
2 2
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P ericcm rc direc tion
O rbital norm al direc tion
E arth ’s ei]uaiorial plane
V ernal E r|uin»x Line o t node
Figure 2 .1 ; Classical elements illustration.
perturbations can be given in the planet-centered coordinates as [2 ]:
( f r  r (2 ,1)
where r  is the position vector of the satellite, p, is the gravitational parameter 
and t  is time.
Equation (2 .1 ) is a set of three simultaneous second-oder nonlinear differential 
equations, leading to six constants of integration. The solutions of these equations 
can either be expressed in terms of initial position and velocity; (.Tq, yo, Zq, Xq, 
ÿo, io); or in terms of the six orbit elements; (a, e. I ,  Q, w, M)  which represent 
the semimajor axis, eccentricity, inclination, right ascension of ascending node, 
argument of perigee and mean anomaly, respectively. The definition of these 
elements in the Earth-Centred Inertial (ECI) coordinate frame are illustrated in 
figure (2.1). It is im portant to know that without perturbations, the orbit plane 
and perigee orientation stay fixed in inertial space.
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The closed-form solutions of the two-body equations of motion may be ex­
pressed in a general functional form as:
r{t) = r(a;o, î / o , ào, 2/o, ^o, t) (2 .2 )
or
r{t) = r(a, e, z, Ü, w, M )  (2.3)
Five of the six orbital elements (u — w) in the preceding expression are constants, 
and M  is the mean anomaly defined by:
= ALq — n(t  — to) (2.4)
where M q is mean anomaly at epoch to and n  is the mean motion, where =  ji.
These orbital elements are called the classical orbital elements, and they are 
widely used in celestial mechanics. However, this set of elements becomes poorly 
defined when the eccentricity and/or inclination become vanishingly small. The 
argument of perigee is undefined for a perfectly circular orbit, and the orbital node 
cannot be defined for a perfect equatorial orbit. Although we never see perfectly 
circular and equatorial orbits, orbits close to these limits may cause problems with 
computer solutions when these small quantities appear as divisors. To remedy 
this problem, some particular sets of orbit elements have been introduced. The 
modified Equinoctial elements set [45] uses ecosw, esinw and the argument of 
latitude M  +  w to replace e, w and M.
Whether the two-body solution is given in terms of initial position and velocity 
or orbital elements, one can always obtain the solution in closed form. The 
new position and velocity can be computed at any given time. For real world 
applications, however, the two-body solution can only give an approximation to 
the orbital ephemeris for short times before the effects of perturbing accelerations 
become significant.
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2.2 Epicycle D escription of M otion
For satellite orbits with small eccentricities, (about 0{J2) or smaller), the ana­
lytical solutions of motion can be obtained through an epicycle description of 
motion [62]. All of Surrey’s satellites have been launched into near-circular or­
bits, and this epicycle description provides an excellent tool for the analysis of 
our satellite motion under perturbations. In this section, however, we discuss the 
fundamental idea and the solutions of Keplerian motion.
The approach is based on the early work of King-Hele [52]. It expands the 
coordinates of the satellite in an Earth centred inertial frame, for a small eccent­
ricity orbit. It uses 2 polar coordinates (see Figure 2.2): radial r and azimuthal 
angle A (argument of latitude) and 2  orbital elements: inclination I  and ascend­
ing node n , which completes a redundant set of 4 coordinates to describe the 
location of a satellite S  at any time. The inclination and ascending node define 
the instantaneous orbital plane which contains the position and velocity vectors 
of the satellite.
We start by describing the motion on the orbital plane for which the Keplerian 
equations of motion described in some polar coordinates (r. A) are:
r A^  =
(2.5)
where p is the gravitational parameter. The azimuthal equation integrates to 
provide the angular momentum h = r^A, and the radial equation integrates to 
provide the energy:
£ =  l ( r ^  +  r ^ x A - ! l  (2.6)
2  ’■
For circular orbits we can find a solution to equations (2.5) in which r = a and 
A =  n where both a and n are constants which satisfy = p. We are interested 
in the motions of satellites in very low eccentricity orbits, which can be found by
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Figure 2 .2 ; Coordinate System of The Epicycle Motion.
perturbing the above solution. For this, let ?’ =  a +  s and A =  n  +  é. Ignoring 
second order terms in these small corrections we can derive linear equations for 
them from equations (2.5):
(■.
\
s sd---ari‘^ aP
d / 2 s é
—  (  1—dt \  a n,
Integrating these equations we find:
2 s e +  -  
a n
s  —  2cl0 —  Acos(^M  —  M q^
2A€ =  Aq — 2>0M ~t~ —  sin(iM — Mq^ 
a
(2.7)
(2 .8)
where <5, Mo, .4 and Aq are all integration constants, and M  = nt, the mean
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anomaly. The first order correction to the orbital energy is:
 1 1—
a n /
=  - ^ ( 1 - 2 5 )  (2.9)
V 2
In these orbital expansions we have freedom to choose the radius a about 
which we expand. If we fix this radius as the radius of a circular orbit of the 
same orbital energy, then ^ =  0. These equations then describe epicyclic motion. 
We can summarise the solution as:
r  =  a — A  cos(M — M q)
2AV =  (JI'jT — M q^  -\ sin(i\i7 — M q'J
a
X = 7/ +  W
(2 .10)
where 7/ is the true anomaly and // =  0  when r  reaches its minimum value. 
The constant oj is the argument of perigee, M q is the mean anomaly at perigee 
passage, and A  is the magnitude of the radial variation and is called the epicycle 
amplitude. We note that in the above equations the constants a  and n  still satisfy 
a^rP = f.L.
It is not difficult to expand these epicycle equations to three dimensional 
Keplerian motion. This introduces the orbital elements of inclination I  and the 
right ascension of ascending node which are both constants. When we con­
sider three dimensional motion then the direction of A — 0 can be defined. By 
associating the constant to with the argument of perigee, then A can be identified 
as the a r g u m e n t o f  la titu d e ,  the angle measured from the ascending node to the 
satellite on the orbital plane.
In the case when J  =  0, we can define Q =  0 . The angle A then can be 
measured from the position of the satellite at some fixed time to which satisfies 
M q =  nto. Now if the epicycle amplitude vanishes, we find ta =  0, and A reduces 
to the true anomaly.
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For an inclined, small eccentric orbit, it is not practical to measure the true 
anomaly, because the argument of perigee becomes poorly defined. This difficulty 
can be avoided by measuring the orbital phase from the ascending node rather 
than the argument of perigee. From the first of equations (2.10), let the mean 
anomaly at the ascending node be then to first order in the epicycle amplitude 
we can express the orbit as:
r  =  a — A  cos(o! — ap)
2AA =  Q' H [sin (a' — a'p) +  sin ap]
a
I  —  In (2 .11)
n  =
a  =  M  — M e
The angle a  is proportional to time, and varies through 27t in one orbit. We 
refer to this angle as the epicycle phase. When a  =  0  then A == 0 , which is at 
the initial ascending node, and when a  =  ap  =  M q — M e, the satellite is at the 
perigee passage. The argument of perigee is related to Me or ap  through:
■OJ — ap  H sin apa (2 .12)
For non-inclined orbits we can set M e  =  M q  and hence a  is measured from perigee 
passage.
The representation of the location of the satellite tha t we have used is redund­
ant in tha t a  is a measure of time, but there are four coordinates for the satellite 
instead of three. Note from the equations that, for the unperturbed motion, I  
and Q never change with time, hence, the orbital plane is fixed inertial space. 
We shall keep this coordinate system for the description of the motion under the 
influence of perturbations where both in-plane and out-of-plane motions change 
with time.
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2.3 Perturbed M otion
In the presence of perturbations, the equations of motion under the influence of 
perturbative accelerations can be written in a general form which is an expanded 
version of equation (2 .1 ) as:
(Py t
where fp is the resultant vector of all the perturbing accelerations. The influ­
ences of disturbances on an Earth-orbiting satellite vary with the geometry of 
the satellite’s orbit, especially its altitude.
In this section, we explore the mathematical models of these perturbations. 
The Earth oblateness and atmospheric drag effects, which are dominate for LEO 
satellites, are emphasised here.
2.3.1 A cceleration  due to  th e E arth O blateness
The simplified gravitational potential of the Earth assumed in the derivation of 
two-body equation (2.1), /.i/r, is due to a spherically symmetric mass body. It 
results in an orbit following a conic section. There are four possible types of conic 
sections generated by slicing a circular cone with a plane, i.e. the circle, ellipse, 
parabola and hyperbola. In reality, however, the Earth is appreciably oblate. The 
E arth’s radius is about 21km  larger at the equator than at the poles. It is also 
north-south asymmetric. Sea level at the North Pole is about 4 5 ?7r further from 
the equator than sea level a t the South Pole (usually known as the ’pear-shape’ 
effect).
In order to evaluate the acceleration vector due to a nonspherical Earth we 
need the generalised expansion of the potential function. It is usually described 
in terms of spherical coordinates (?', 9, tf) in the Earth-Centred, Earth-Fixed
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(ECEF) frame as [2 ]:
V{r,e,i)) ^
r
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(2.14)
where R  is mean equatorial radius of the Earth, 9 is the angle from the polar axis 
to the radius vector r, 'ip is the geographical longitude. The Legendre polynomials 
Pmi^:) are determined from Rodrigues’s formula:
1 dnifaf -- 1 )""
Pm{^) — (2.15)
2 ""m! dæ""
and the associated Legendre function, P,” (a;), of degree m  and order n  is defined 
by:
da;"
'Pm (^) • (2.16)
Values of the various coefficients (J,„, C^, % )  can best be obtained from satellite 
observations [52].
The trigonometric argument of the Legendre polynomials in equation (2.14) 
constitutes surface spherical harmonics, which are periodic over the surface of a 
unit sphere. These spherical harmonics further break down into three types of 
terms, i.e. zonal, sectorial and tesseral harmonics. Zonal harmonics are defined 
by zeroth order (n= 0 ) where the dependence of the potential on longitude van­
ishes and the field is symmetrical about the polar axis. These are simply bands 
of latitude. Sectorial harmonics occur when m  — n  and present bands of longit­
ude. Tesseral harmonics occur when m ^  n 0, and the physical depiction is 
a specific region on the Earth. Both sectorial and tesseral harmonics are longit­
ude dependent. Their perturbing effects on the orbital elements, therefore, are 
periodic accordingly to the E arth ’s rotation.
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Usually, only zonal harmonic perturbations are considered, because the second 
zonal harmonic J 2 is the strongest perturbation due to the E arth ’s shape, and 
it is almost 1000 times larger than the next largest coefficient (J3). W ith only 
zonal terms, the geopotential from equation (2.14) reduces to:
(2.17)
The accelerations acting on the satellite can be found as the gradient of the 
potential function which can be obtained in a form of:
p 00 ( r \
m
u  = —  ^ ^  Jm — F,n(cos 9)
r m—2 \ r )
f  =  VC/ =  - ^ r  +  fp (2.18)
The disturbing acceleration fp when only J 2 term is taken into account can be 
derived in terms of Cartesian coordinates [a;, y, z] as:
(2.19)
fp. J2RP
x{x^ +  y'^  ~ 4z^)
fpy =  - 3 ^  2,.T y[x^ +  1/  ^ — 4z^)
fpz z[2>x^  4- 32/  ^ — 2z^)
2.3.2 A cceleration  due to  A tm ospheric D rag
The cause of drag is the atmospheric density, which takes out the energy from 
the satellite’s motion. The Sun’s interaction with the upper atmosphere and the 
E arth’s magnetic field influence atmospheric density variations. Calculating a t­
mospheric density is extremely complex for real-world problems. Some processes 
that influence its variations are still not fully understood. These time-dependent 
processes, caused by various influences, may be grouped according to their char­
acteristic time scale as follows:
Long-term sunspot cycle: The density can vary by an order of magnitude 
between a minimum phase and a maximum phase. The period of the sunspot 
cycle is 1 1  years. There is also a 2 2 -year cycle of variation.
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Semi-annual variations: These variations last about six months and are re­
lated to the varying distance of the Earth from the Sun and the Sun’s latitude 
during the year. Maxima are usually during early April and late October and 
minima during mid-January and late July.
27-day Sun rotation period: This effect comes from the Sun’s rotational period 
and causes a fluctuation which is correlated with the solar decimetric-wavelength 
radio flux. Irregular changes to the solar flux are related to the growth and decay 
of active solar regions.
Daily variations: These variations occur every day as the Earth rotates. The 
maximum density bulge lags the direction of the sun where the atmosphere is 
warmest. The bulge is centred on meridians where the local time is 2-2:30pm.
Short-term solar activity: This eflect comes from random solar flares. They 
are often associated with transient geomagnetic disturbances, and cause some 
irregular short-periodic variations.
There are some other influences tha t can cause the variations in atmospheric 
drag, such as wind and tides. Their effects are generally small. Accounting the 
effects of wind is very difficult and extremely complex, and much work remains 
if we are to fully understand the dynamics of the upper atmosphere.
Much work has been done to model the atmospheric density with varying 
degree of success. Time-varying empirical models, like the Mass Spectrometer 
Incoherent Scatter (MSIS) [67] and the Jacchia [6 8 ] models, present the most 
complete data, but are computationally expensive. Static models, (e.g. Harris- 
Priester model [69]) average several predominant variations and are computa­
tional efficient. Unfortunately, even the best models may give density errors of 
up to 50%.
To rigorously model the effects of the atmospheric perturbation, we must know 
molecular chemistry, thermodynamics, aerodynamics, hypersonics, meteorology, 
electromagnetics, and planetary science as well as orbital mechanics. Studying 
astrodynamics, therefore, is most difficult when the influence of atmosphere is
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taken into account. King-Hele [3] has completed some invaluable pioneering work 
on the analytical modeling of drag effects on satellite orbits. In some applications, 
such as maintaining the mean radius of a satellite orbit [70] and formationkeeping 
of satellite constellations [65, 6 6 ], the averaged drag effects during a given period 
is sufficient to meet the mission accuracy. For some applications, on other hand, 
such as aerobreaking [59] and satellite tethers [58], highly accurate atmospheric 
models are generally required.
An object moving with velocity v relative to the ambient air is subjected to 
aerodynamic accelerations which may be resolved into two components, the drag 
fd acting in the direction opposite to v, and a lift force in the plane perpen­
dicular to V .  In our study, however, lift will be neglected. It is customary in 
astrodynamics to write fd in the form [3]:
f .  =  (2 .2 0 )
where B e  =  m/CD A  is the ballistic coefficient, p is the density of the ambient air, 
Cd is the drag coefficient, m  is the spacecraft mass, A  is the cross-sectional area 
of the spacecraft perpendicular to the direction of motion, and v  is the velocity 
of the spacecraft relative to the ambient air.
Next to the oblateness of the Earth, atmospheric drag most strongly influences 
the motion of a satellite near Earth. Like all other velocity-dependent forces, drag 
in a nonconservative perturbation because total energy is not conserved.
2.3.3 A cceleration  due to  th e  Lunisolar A ttraction
The attractions from the Moon and Sun also affect an Earth-orbiting satellite. 
The geometry of the Earth-Moon-Satellite system (denoted by M, m, 5 , respect­
ively) is shown in figure (2.3). a  is the position of the Moon relative to the E arth ’s 
centre, r  is the satellite’s position near the Earth, and 9 is the angle between a
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Earth-Moon-Satellite system.
and r. The perturbing potential at the satellite’s position is:
GmUir) = - r  — a ( 2 .21 )
where m  is the mass of the moon. For a LEO satellite, r  «C a, and we can expand 
in powers of r /a  to give the potential as:
U{r) = —Gm (2 .22)
The gravitational acceleration can be found by differentiating the above potential. 
The first term does not yield any force as it is a constant. The second term yields 
a constant acceleration Gm/a^  directed towards the moon, and it describes the 
major effect of the Moon’s gravitational force, which is to accelerate the Earth 
as a whole. We are, however, interested in the motion of the satellite relative to 
the Earth, and this can be described by the quadratic term which leads to the 
accelerations:
Gmr
— (3 cos 9 — 1)
a
ZGmrao = -■ ■cos9 sill 9
a
(2.23)
Note that this gravitational acceleration is smaller than GÂd/r"^, the two- 
body attraction, by the factor mr^/Ada^, where M  is the mass of the Earth. For
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Perturbation Order of Effects
E arth’s nonspherical potential J 2 
E arth’s nonspherical potential higher terms 
Atmospheric drag 
Lunisolar attraction 
Solar radiation pressure
10-3
1 0 -G 
1 0 “  ^ -  1 0 "^ 
1 0 - 8  
IQ-^
Table 2 .1 : Comparison of perturbation effects on a LEO satellite, 
a typical LEO satellite, r /a  =  1/55 and in/Ad =  1/81, so that this factor is:
,.3mr =  7 .4  X 10- (2.24)
This analysis can also be applied in the same way for the attraction from the 
Sun. If we denote the mass of the Sun by M q , and its mean distance by a', then 
the corresponding value are r /a ' =  4.7 x 10“  ^ and M q /M  =  3.3 x 10^, hence:
Ad a'^ =  3.4 X IQ- (2.25)
The combination of lunisolar attraction on a LEO satellite is of 0 (10“ )^ which 
is very small compared to J 2 (see the comparison to other perturbations in table 
(2 .1 )). It also does not cause any significant secular drift in the orbital elements. 
Its effect, therefore, is small enough to be neglected in this study.
2.4 M ethods of Solutions
There are two general methods to solve the equations of motion, one is to integ­
rate the equations numerically when the initial conditions and perturbing accel­
erations are known, and another method is to solve the equations analytically. 
Although numerical methods become more popular over some analytical methods 
as computers become faster, analytical methods still play an important role in
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the analysis of satellite motions. Qualitative analysis of a satellite motion using 
an analytical approach leads to better understanding of the perturbation effects. 
For some applications where accuracies are not a tight requirement, analytical 
solutions can speed up computation dramatically. This benefits especially satel­
lite systems with a large number of satellites in orbit which have to be determined 
simultaneously, e.g. in the problem of collision avoidance between operating satel­
lites and space debris [60], where even a numerical integration can be too costly 
in terms of computational requirements. Analytic formulations of motion also 
play an im portant role in the design of modern autonomous orbit determination 
and control.
Unlike numerical techniques, analytical methods produce approximate, or 
general results that hold for some limited time interval. General perturbation 
techniques are generally more difficult to develop than numerical techniques.
2.4.1 V ariation o f Param eters
Expressing the orbit in terms of orbital elements has some advantages over the 
expression using position and velocity vector. One of these is tha t the orbital 
elements tell us more about the qualitative behavior of the satellite’s orbit, and 
are easier to interpret. Most of the analytical solutions rely upon the variation 
of parameters form of the equations of motion originally developed by Euler 
in 1748 and improved by Lagrange in 1873. The objective is to find an ana­
lytical expressions for the time derivative of the classical orbital elements, i.e. 
à, é, I , w, M. We call the overall process variation of parameters (VOP) 
because the orbital elements, which are the constant parameters in the two-body 
equations, are no longer constant but slowly changing due to perturbing forces. 
These time-varying elements are associated with an osculating orbit at a partic­
ular instant of time.
There are two basic approaches to obtain the variational equations in celestial
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mechanics - the force component approach and the perturbing function approach. 
The former is sometimes called the Gaussian method, and the latter is called the 
Lagrangian method. The force component approach directly relates the perturb­
ing force components to the rate of change of the orbital elements. The general 
form of the equations of variation can be derived through the concept of per­
turbed variation. The perturbing function approach is a special case where the 
perturbing accelerations, fp., are assumed to be equal to the partial derivative of 
the perturbing function:
^  (2.26)
where f/ is a potential or any conservative perturbing function, which is a function 
of satellite position only.
2.4.2 A nalytical Orbit T heories
Much of the work of orbital analysis has been formulated for celestial objects 
and distant planets. The launch of the Sputnik I  satellite in 1957 sparked a 
tremendous research interest in the motion of artificial satellites. The technique 
of VOP described above laid an excellent foundation for most of the modern 
analyses.
In 1959, Kozai [44] and Brouwer [47] proposed an alternative approach to the 
analytical solutions of artificial satellite motion around a planet. Kozai’s tech­
nique was to use Lagrange’s VOP equations and solve them using an averaging 
technique where ’mean’ elements were obtained by averaging the equations of 
motion to eliminate periodic variations. The orbital elements are then updated 
individually. Brouwer also refers to the elements in his theory as mean elements. 
However, they are different from Kozai’s. Brouwer used the method of canonical 
transformation in solving the Hamiltonian system. Despite using different meth­
ods, Kozai and Brouwer’s ideas were very similar. The disturbing potential was 
restricted to axially symmetric terms {J2 — Js only). The solutions they obtained
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included short periodic variations up to first order in the perturbing forces and 
secular variations up to second order. Neither technique includes the drag effect.
The solutions, however, all had singularities for either small eccentricity or 
small inclination orbits. Kozai later re-formulated his solutions to overcome the 
problem of small eccentricity [45]. He introduced the modified equinoctial co­
ordinates (ecos w, e sin w and the argument of latitude M  -}- w, to replace e, w 
and M )  and derived the perturbation in terms of these orbital elements. In this 
way he was able to remove terms which had a small divisor of e. Kozai’s approach 
was investigated further by Cook [48], who showed that the zonal disturbing func­
tion can be written in a convenient manner by neglecting the short-periodic terms 
and expanding Kozai’s solution in ecosw and e sin w up to an arbitrary odd zonal 
harmonic order.
Starting from these basic papers, theories of artificial satellite motion have 
been improving towards more sophisticated forms [46, 49, 50, 53]. The common 
aim is, however, to improve the accuracy and resolve the singularities. Much work 
has been developed so tha t higher harmonics and higher order effects, as well as 
other perturbations can be incorporated. Brouwer and Hori [53], for example, 
extended the original work to include the effects of drag. Kozai [46] expanded 
his work to the second order due to J2 — Jg. Douglas and Ingram [49] expanded 
the periodic variations in the elements a, 7, Q, ecosw, esina; and Ad -4- w up 
to 0{J2e), while Izsak [50] developed solutions to include 0 ( J | )  terms for small 
eccentricity orbits.
2.5 Perturbed Epicyclic M otion
The basic idea of the epicycle motion introduced in section (2.2) can be exten­
ded to describe a satellite motion subjected to perturbing accelerations [62]. It 
provides a natural ordering scheme to use for the perturbed equations, and is 
sufficiently accurate to describe the motion of a satellite over a long period of
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time as an arbitrary number of geopotential harmonics can be included. It also 
provides a simple geometric interpretation and greater mathematical simplicity 
than conventional descriptions of the perturbations mentioned above.
2.5.1 M otion  about an O blate Earth
Two key assumptions of the epicycle formulation are tha t the Earth is symmet­
rical with respect to the axis of rotation, and the eccentricity of the satellite orbit 
is small (about order of 0(J2) or smaller). The potential function defined by 
equation (2.17) can be applied in this case. W ithout air-resistance, the evolu­
tions of the epicycle parameters in time are analytically given as (more details 
can be found from reference [62]):
r  =  a (l +  ^) -  A cos (a  -  a^) -f sin((l -f K)a) 4- A,.
2/1A =  (1  +  fT)a H [sin(a' -  a-p) 4- sin a j  — 2% [1  — cos((l 4- K,)a)] 4- Aa
a
/  =  /o 4- A /
Q =  r^ o 4~ 4" Afj
(2.27)
where o: =  nt  is the epicycle phase and n is the mean motion, a is a mean 
semimajor axis defined through the conserved orbital energy S by:
a =  - ^  (2.28)
and /.i is the gravitational parameter which is related to n  through Kepler’s law: 
— 11. Time is measured from an initial equator crossing, /q and Qq ^re 
the osculating inclination and ascending node at  ^ =  0, and A  and ap  are two 
integration constants appearing in the derivation of equations (2.27). A  is still 
the epicycle amplitude.
The secular variations in the orbit are described by the quantities g, d  and 
K which are caused by the even zonal harmonics. The first of these describes a
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secular shift in mean orbital radius. The secular change in the ascending node is 
described by d which gives a linear variation of with time. The secular drift in 
the argument of perigee is described by k which causes a drift in the argument 
of latitude. The long periodic variations, which are caused by the odd zonal 
harmonics, are described by % and the short periodic variations are expressed as 
a Fourier series through the terms A„ for each of the four coordinates.
When the epicycle phase, a , changes by 2ty then the argument of latitude 
changes by an amount 27r+2/^7r. The argument of latitude can then be considered 
to vary with time as A ~  where:
n^T =  (1 +  K,)n (2.29)
and 27r/nj\j is the nodal period.
2.5.2 A ccounting for A tm ospheric D rag
For long-term orbit control operations, atmospheric drag may need to be in­
cluded in the analysis. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to model drag in 
an analytic theory. The nature of the upper atmosphere itself is still not well un­
derstood, and even the best models may give errors of up to 50%. The effects of 
drag, however, accumulate over a very long time period, and therefore the short 
period variations in drag are negligible and can be omitted. This enables us to 
use a simple drag model to account for the long term drift in orbital altitude.
We incorporate drag into the epicycle formulation by assuming a constant 
atmospheric density. The effect of drag on the semimajor axis and epicycle phase 
can then be described by:
à = a — 2Ba
3 ' (Z30)
d ' =  Q ' -1—
2
where B  is some (drag) constant. This basically says that the semimajor axis 
perturbation is linear in time whereas the epicycle phase is quadratic.
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2.5 .3  U p d ated  E picycle P aram eters
When the satellite’s thrusters are fired, the epicycle parameters will change. In 
this section we shall derive the effect on the epicycle parameters of an arbitrary 
in-plane impulsive delta-V.
We differentiate the radial and azimuthal motions from equations (2.27), and 
approximate to first order to give the radial and azimuthal velocities (W and Vq) 
as:
Vr =  sin (a  — ap) 4- a x (l 4- k) cos p]
Vq = (1 4“ / î )n .[c i ( l  4- p ) 4- /1(1 4- 2(g — k,)) c o s ( o ;  — ap) - ( 1 4 -  2 g ) a , x sin 0 \
(2.31)
where ^  =  (14-K)a. At the instant of firing, the velocity components will change 
impulsively while the position remains the same. So after firing:
r = r 
Â =  A
Vr =  Vy 4- AW 
Vq =  Vq 4- AW
/ (2.32)
where A%. and AW are the delta-V components along the radial and azimuthal 
directions, respectively. The change in a can be solved from the change in orbital 
energy AS:
2AS  2Aa =  — ^  =  — (W-.AW- 4- W.AW) (2.33)an^ an^
which, to first order, results in:
a =  a +  (2.34)n
We can define new epicycle parameters related to eccentricity and argument 
of perigee A  and âp  post-firing. By knowing &, we can rearrange the velocity
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equations (2.31) and (2.32) and approximate to first order as:
2 A 1 4Acos(q: — dp) =  A cos (a  — ap)  H---------
Âsin(a' -  dp) =  A sin (a  -  ap) +
42
n
A K
n
These equations can be rearranged in more compact form as:
cos a  sin a A T 2AVo/n
sin a — cos a Ar) AVr/n
(2.36)
(2.36)
where A^ =  A cos dp — Acosa'p and Ar} = Â sin dp — /I sin a'p. These equations 
provide the solution for the effect on orbital eccentricity and argument of perigee 
when firing the thrusters.
2.6 Orbit Control System  Simulator
In orbit control design, a simulation platform is generally required, so that a 
preliminary evaluation of the control performance can be performed by analysing 
the simulation results. Control parameters or even control structure may need 
to be adjusted several times for the optimal performance before the real fiight 
software can be developed.
We have developed a computer programme called ORBCONT  to serve as a 
ground testbed for our orbit control system. It integrates the system dynamics 
which incorporate perturbation accelerations described in the previous sections 
and the programmed control actions (delta-V firings) together. The diagram of 
the simulator system is shown in figure (2.4).
The simulation of the orbital dynamics relies upon a high-precision orbit 
propagator using a symplectic integration technique [63]. Nonspherical Earth 
perturbation effects can be included up to an arbitrary number of degree and
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the ORBCONT orbit control system simulator.
order of zonal and tesseral harmonics. The effects of the attraction from the Sun 
and Moon can be included as an option. They are, however, generally negligible 
for near-Earth satellites. A simple constant orbital decay rate due to atmospheric 
drag can also be included into the dynamics.
The orbit determination module has been implemented based upon the epi­
cyclic motion formulation described above. As our main target is an autonomous 
control system, an orbit estimator based upon the standard K a lm a n  fi l te r in g  
te c h n iq u e  is preferred as it has been proven robust against process and measure­
ment noise. Also its computational requirements are less than required by the 
batch f i l te r in g  te ch n iq u e  [61]. The epicycle formulations give a straightforward 
way for the implementation of a Kalman-based orbit filter [70]. An external filter 
input file is provided for the programme, so that the parameters can be flexibly 
changed, during the filter tuning process.
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The measurement of GPS navigation data is emulated by sampling the satel­
lite’s position and velocity vectors at specified sampling points. A Gaussian noise 
vector is added into the state vector before feeding into the estimator in order to 
simulate the effects of measurement noise.
The simulator can be programmed to operate orbit manoeuvring either open- 
or closed-loop. In the open-loop case, the controller simply reads delta-V com­
mands from a given firing table which gives the firing time and delta-V vector 
for each burn. In the closed-loop control, the controller retrieves the estimated 
parameters from the determination module to compute delta-V commands. The 
control sampling frequency can be changed from the controller input paramet­
ers file, where some other parameters are also included and adjustable, such as 
controller structure and controller gains. This makes the simulation flexible for 
tuning to find the optimal control structure. The commands from the orbit con­
troller consist of engine burn delta-V vector components and the time of firing. 
These commands can be programmed to be restricted within the mission con­
straints. Only impulsive delta-V commands can be operated by our simulator.
During the simulation, the simulator generates the satellite’s position and 
velocity history file, osculating elements history file as well as the delta-V firing 
history file. It also captures the variation of orbital constants such as the orbital 
energy and angular momentum. These data are very useful for the analysis of 
the control performance.
C hapter 3 
Orbit A cquisition o f Small 
Satellites
The orbit acquisition phase is the first stage of the orbit operation of a satellite. 
It covers the activities from the deployment from the launch vehicle until the 
manoeuvring of the satellite into its mission defined orbit.
The orbit acquisition of small satellites poses some unique challenging aspects 
to be considered, especially when they are deployed as a formation from the same 
launcher. The safety from collisions, for example, can happen theoretically when 
they are separated into orbits that are very close to each other. Manoeuvring 
these satellites towards desired orbits when only a limited capacity for orbit 
manoeuvring is available is a further challenge for this study.
In this chapter, we discuss the orbit acquisition phase of small satellites. 
We start by discussing orbit deployment, and proceed to investigate optimal 
strategies for orbit acquisition of satellite constellations, especially when large re­
lative phase separations between satellites in the same orbital plane are required. 
In the last section, we focus more closely upon the dynamics of the satellites 
immediately after the separation from the launch vehicle. We then discuss the 
strategy for collision-free separation.
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US$ %of Budget
Satellite $2,250,000 62.5%
Launch $750,000 2 0 .8 %
Insurance $450,000 12.5%
Mission Control Station $75,000 2 .1 %
Operations (one year) $75,000 2 .1 %
Table 3.1; Cost for a typical microsatellite mission.
3.1 Small Satellites Orbit D eploym ent System
Launch is one of the most important stages of a satellite mission. Apart from its 
risk for mission failure, launch costs for a satellite is major part of the mission’s 
budget. This fact is also true even for the launch of a microsatellite. As we can 
see from the estimated cost for a microsatellite mission in table (3.1) [5], the 
launch cost can be up to 2 0 % of the overall budget.
Typically, a small satellite is carried as an auxiliary payload, or attached as a 
piggy-back on the main payload of the launch vehicle. Figure (3.1) shows two of 
the UoSAT microsatellites mounted as a secondary payload before launch. This 
strategy can substantially reduce the mission cost, because it does not require a 
dedicated launcher.
Recently, Inter-Continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) have been converted 
for peaceful applications. Some have been adapted to provide a dedicated launch 
vehicle for satellites into low Earth orbits [35]. The SS-18 ICBM, for example, 
launched UoSAT- 1 2  from a silo at the Baikonur Cosmodrome into a 650 km 
altitude, inclined orbit in April 1999.
Small satellite constellations and formation flying are currently very popular 
solutions to a large number of space missions with various areas of application. 
They have been proposed to implement coordinating multiple spacecraft systems
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Figure 3.1: Two UoSAT microsatellites sit on top of the launch vehicle as sec­
ondary payloads.
to achieve their mission goals. These constellations must consider the launch sys­
tem. especially launch vehicle performance, reliability and price. An estimation 
of the current projects indicates that a configuration with up to twelve space­
craft per launch can be envisaged. All these configurations require storage and 
in-orbit deployment of several satellites, with multiple launches, which is actually 
a new, demanding and urgent task for the launch system. Some modern launch 
vehicles, therefore, have proposed adaptive structural systems to accommodate 
the payloads as well as to define a mission strategy for the in-orbit delivery [54]. 
Figure (3.2) shows an example of a special adapter which allows 5 spacecraft to 
be accommodated in groups on a wide range of launchers.
Pyrotechnic deployment springs are typically used to separate satellites from 
the launch vehicle. It generates current pulses following telecommand reception 
and routes the pulses to release the separation spring. Generally compressed 
spring strokes can be set to give the minimum delta-\’ of about 0.5 m /s up to
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Figure 3.2: An adaptive structural system of a launch vehicle accommodates 
microsatellites for the SSC Disaster Monitoring Constellation.
a maximum of about 1 m/s, or a little bit more according to the payload mass
[54].
From the dynamics point of view, the motion of these multiple satellites sep­
arated by such small differential velocities from the launch vehicle, until the 
finishing of the manoeuvring phase to move the spacecraft towards the opera­
tional orbits, pose a great challenge for investigations. The safest and cheapest 
strategy, of course, is always preferred.
3.2 Relative Phase Acquisition
Some missions require the launch of several small satellites into the same orbit, 
spaced equally in phase. In general the launcher will separate all the satellites 
in a very short space of time, compared to their orbital period, and so orbital 
manoeuvring will be required for phase acquisition.
In this section, we investigate the control strategy for separating satellites
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in a constellation starting from the same initial conditions and separating the 
satellites in phase as prescribed by the mission objectives. We focus upon the 
orbit transfer by using a continuous thrust, which can be performed by a low- 
thrust propulsion system on a small satellite. The dynamics of relative motion 
under continuous thrust is first derived and then an optimal phase acquisition 
strategy is proposed. An practical example is given for the E-SAT constellation 
[72].
3.2.1 C ontinuous T hrust P h ase A cquisition
Principally, the relative phase motion between two spacecraft (AO) in co-planar 
circular orbits, is proportional to the differential mean motion between satellites 
(An):
A 6  =  A^o +  A n t  (3.1)
where A^o is the relative phase separation at t =  0 .
The differential mean motion arises due to slight differences in mean orbital 
radius. For the satellites which s tart from the same initial conditions, this differ­
ence in mean radius is created by firing the onboard thrusters.
Consider the motion of a satellite in the coordinate system shown in figure 
(3.3). (/, J ) is an inertial frame with the origin at the centre of the Earth, and
(%,j) a rotating coordinate system which rotates with a constant angular rate uq.
The equations motion of the satellite viewed from the rotating coordinates can 
be derived as:
R  — R{no +  H =  fj. (3.2)
R 6  -|- ‘1R{iiq +  ^) =  /o (3.3)
where R  and 9 are radius and phase of the satellite measured in the rotating 
frame, and /,. and fg are accelerations applied along the radial and azimuthal
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o
Figure 3.3: Orbit transfer coordinate system.
directions, respectively. Note that we ignore the perturbations here, because 
they normally affect the motion with much longer time scales than the thrust.
Now if we define R  = R q T  r, where R qUq = fi, and assume that r «C Ro, we 
can linearlise equations (3.2) and (3.3) to first order in r  to give:
r — 2Rono9 -  3nlr — 
R q9 +  2nor =  fo
(3.4)
(3.5)
If the applied thrust is kept constant in both radial and azimuthal directions, we 
can immediately integrate equation (3.5) as:
Rq9 4- 2 iior =  C onstant — fe t  4- Rq9o +  2noro
or
f g t  2 )1 0  ,=  h 6*0 H () '0  -  r)
R q R q
(3.6)
Substituting 9 into the radial equation (3.4), we obtain a simple harmonic oscil-
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lator equation:
r +  n lr  = fr  +  2 nofot +  2Rono9o +  4nlro 
Consequently, the radial motion can be solved for as:
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/
r =
V^o ^0 
and its time derivative is:
A 2/ot 1---------- 1------------1- 4?’o
2 no
+  A  cos not +  B  sin not (3.7)
/
r = no — Ano sin not +  Bno cos not (3.8)
By setting t = 0^  r — vq and r  =  ro, the constants A  and B  can be solved for as:
/
A = — 2 jRo^ 0 fr ^3ro H------------1-----
.2\
R
n o  nQ y
ro _  %  
no ng
Substitute A  and B  back into equations (3.7) and (3.8) to obtain the radial 
motion solutions:
f \
r  =
( t 2 /o t 27^0^ ^ 2% %+  - ------ h - .... +  4? 0 j 37 0 +
no no j no
 ^To 2 / 4+ — -------- sin not
\n o ^0 )
2 / / \ ( . P (+ 3?'ono +  27x000 H------ sin not 4- rono / \ n o / \
+ cos not
(3.9)
no J
Substituting r into the azimuthal equation (3.6), we obtain:
9 = — 2 fr Sfet . 6 no?'o+ -------+  3^0 + ---------\^RonQ R q 
/gfo 4fg ^
Rq Rono j
{  2 fr Giioro+  I  H- 400 -1---------
\Rono Ro
cos not
sin not
(3,11)
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This can be integrated once to get the solution for azimuthal motion; 
,2 /
2 Rq  
/
+
2 fr 
7^^ 0 72,0
2?o 4A
+  300 + t P  ^ 2 /r 400 6 ro^ f -  -  +  — sin not
R q y  \7 ? o n o  ?7o Ro j
\Rono R quI j
cos 7^0 ^  +  C
By setting t = 0 and 0 =  0o, the constant C  can be solved for as:
^   ^ “ :â)
Finally, we complete the solution for azimuthal motion as:
 ^ Vr
2 Ro
+  300 + 67ro7'o ^
T?o72,o R
t +
0 /
!  2 /, 400 6,0 ^
----------   _j----------- _ j _ ----------
\ R o n l  no R q ^
(3 .12)
sin not
2 r,+ 4 / 0
'^ 7?o72<o 77o72,q j
COS 1lot +  00 —
/  2 fr 4/(7
7^ 0 no Rono j
(3.13)
We can rearrange these equations to put them into a more useful form where 
each orbital element is explicitly given:
L r  2  f e tr = + + A cIq — 7?o6o C0s(72,Q^  — Wo) (3.14)
y no no
frt 3 / o f  \
y  7^0 n o  2 R q J
where
3 no Atto^ +  2eo sin(7iot — Wo) +  0o —
2  7Ü0
Aao =  +  4roj
/ 27V 4 /0
\^ i?o7io T^ ono y 
(3.15)
(3.16)
eo =
\
(  fr  200 3ro^+  h
/
+ 7’0 Vo
\
\RonQ no 7?o y \7^ono T^ onô/
(3.17)
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7'ono — 2 / 0tan Wo = ------------- ;--------------  (3.18)
3toUq +  200-Rono +  fr
The quantities in equations (3.16)-(3.18) represent the differential mean radius, 
eccentricity and argument of perigee at i =  0  respectively, when firing starts, 
respectively. The osculating values of these quantities during the firing can also 
be found from the equations above, but with the thrust terms set to zero and the 
relative states replaced by instanteneous values.
It has been shown in many places tha t continuous thrust in the azimuthal 
direction is in practice optimal for transfer between two coplanar orbits [56, 57]. 
Also the eccentricity and argument of perigee can be preserved when continuous 
thrust is applied for an integer number of orbital periods.
We can apply the above analysis for the phase separation between two satel­
lites. We fix a rotating coordinate system to one satellite (the head satellite) 
which is assumed to be in a circular orbit. A continuous thrust is applied to a 
second satellite which is assumed to start from the same initial conditions as the 
head satellite. From the mean relative phase equation (3.1), we can calculate the 
firing duration when a required final phase separation (A9req) and the acquisition 
time T are specified.
The required change in differential mean motion can be immediately found
as:
^  (3.19)
In the vicinity of the reference orbital radius R q, Aiireq can be approximated to
first order and related to the required change in mean radius, as:
=  =  (3.20)O Uq o IIq 1
The term in the bracket in equation (3.14) represents the change in mean radius, 
Aa, and when /,- =  0:
^ foxfireAa
72,0
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Substituting this for Aüreq in equation (3.20), we finally obtain the optimal (min­
imal fuel) firing duration as:
5 + “
In order to complete a relative phase acquisition, the differential mean radius 
between spacecraft needs be be brought back to zero when the required separation 
has been achieved. This means a second firing is required to stop the phase 
drift and place the spacecraft at its desired station. By ignoring differential drag 
effects, the same firing duration as the first firing will be applied but with opposite 
thrust direction. Note that the minimum delta-V solution proposed above does 
not guarantee the eccentricity is preserved after the first firing. It can, however, 
be recovered if we start the second firing at the orbital phase where the first firing 
is terminated.
3.2.2 P hase A cquisition  of T he E-SAT C onstellation
A practical example of the implementation of the orbit control strategy described 
above is given here through the relative phase acquisition of the E-SAT constel­
lation.
The E-SAT constellation is proposed by the E-SAT Inc., which is jointly owned 
by DBS Industries and EchoStar in the US. It is a LEO communications system 
targeted initially at the gas and electric utility industry for its subsidiary Global 
Energy Metering Service, Inc. (GEMS). In April 1999 DBSI contracted Eurockot 
for two launches with a value of US$30m, and SSTL for the supply of the six 
spacecraft with a value of US$17m. The 130kg satellites are box shaped measur­
ing 800x600x600mm, with avionics based on the smaller SSC microsatellites (see 
figure (3.4)).
There are 6  satellites in 2  polar planes (3 satellites in each plane). A 120- 
degree relative phase separation is required between adjacent satellites in each
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Figure 3.4: E-SAT satellite.
plane. The constellation also requires a 60-degree relative phase separation 
between adjacent satellites in the two planes as shown in figure (3.5).
It was determined tha t following a week of platform commissioning, a se­
quence of two single orbit low-thrust spiral transfers could separate the satellites 
over a period of two weeks, leaving a drift phase which could be employed for 
payload commissioning. A O.IN thrust cold-gas system is to be employed for 
both attitude and orbit control. A GPS receiver unit is to be carried to offer 
navigation information for the orbit determination system.
Stationkeeping is required to avoid visibility of more than one satellite at any 
one time over the service area and ground stations. Consequently, the actual 
control accuracy requirements are not too tight (initially assigned within a ±2.5 
deg window around the predefined orbital slot).
Three satellites from the same group are assumed to be orbiting in the same 
circular orbit after launch. One satellite can be assigned as the head of the group, 
and the other two are controlled with respect to this head satellite.
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Figure 3.5: E-SAT Constellation relative phase separation.
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Figure 3.6: The relative motion of a satellite viewed from the head satellite during 
continuous-thrust orbit transfer of the E-SAT constellation. Both satellites start 
from the same position before firing, and they are separated with a 1 2 0 -degree 
relative phase after the manoeuvring completed.
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Figure (3.6) shows the phase acquisition sequence of a satellite relative to the 
head satellite. They are separated by using the optimal thrust strategy described 
in section (3.2.1). According to equation (3.21), the satellite mean radius is raised 
up to about 8  km to create a differential mean motion between satellites of —60 
deg per week, by firing the thruster continuously in the along-track direction for 
O.6 8 P0 , where Pq is the orbital period of the reference orbit. The maneouvred 
satellite then appears to move backwards as it now has a longer orbital period 
relative to the head satellite. The satellite is then left drifting during the cruise 
stage after the thruster is switched off. When the desired separation of —120 deg 
is reached, after 2  weeks, the differential mean radius is brought back to zero by 
firing the thruster in the opposite direction for the same duration as the first leg 
firing (O.6 8 F0 ). We start the second leg firing at the same orbital phase as that 
at the end of the first leg to preserve the eccentricity. A total delta-V of 8.13??2/s 
is required for the whole process.
An alternative strategy, which does not minimise fuel, is to have a continuous 
thrust for exactly one orbital period. The advantage of this approach is that 
eccentricity does not grow during the phase acquisition (see figure (3 .7 ) for the 
comparison), and the firing can be started at any orbital phase. This strategy, 
however, requires a delta-V of 12.10 m /s, and the acquisition period reduces to 
9.38 days.
Note that the whole process described above is for separating only one satellite 
from the head satellite. A similar strategy can be applied for the separation of 
the other satellite in the same group, but with the two firing legs reversed leading 
to a + 1 2 0  deg relative phase to the head satellite on completion.
The E-SAT constellation also requires relative phase separations between 
satellites in different planes. The argument of latitude (AOL) is used as a key 
variable to be measured and controlled in this case. AOL is easier to determine 
than the true anomaly for a near circular orbit where the argument of perigee is 
poorly defined.
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Figure 3.7; Comparison of radial separation variation after orbit raising stage.
The phase separation of the three satellites in the second polar orbit plane 
can be carried on by referring to the same header satellite. Once the phase of 
the head satellite has been determined, the relative phases for the other satellites 
can be immediately defined (see figure (3.5)).
The strategy described above allows the other three satellites, which are 
launched on a separate vehicle, to be placed on their assigned slots by using 
a similar strategy to tha t used for the iii-plane separation. The relative initial 
conditions of these satellites depend upon the epoch of the second launch.
The orbital perturbations will not cause any significant eflFects during the 
phase acquisition stage, since their time constants are generally much longer 
than the transfer period. Also possible errors due to system uncertainties are not 
critical, because the aim of this stage is actually to achieve coarse separations 
between the satellites. Trim manoeuvres will be used once the formationkeeping 
stage is started. Equation (3.21) suggests tha t a 16.5 deg pitch error, 2.8 minutes 
firing duration error and 4.1% thrust level error individually during the firing still
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gives a final relative phase separation within ±5 deg around the target phase. 
These specifications are redundant for the navigation and control system used in 
the mission.
3.3 Close Form ation Flying Orbit D eploym ent
A small differential delta-V is generally introduced by the springs during the 
separation of satellites from their launcher. This delta-V is necessary for avoid­
ing collisions both between satellites, and satellites and the launch vehicle. In 
the orbit deployment of close formation constellations, where the phase separ­
ations between satellites are relatively small compared to the case discussed in 
the last section, the satellites require a differential delta-V not only to establish 
the formation, but also to avoid collisions. In this scenario we need to separate 
the satellites into very similar orbits and maintain small phase separations, yet 
ensure that these closely orbiting satellites never collide.
In this section, we shall analyse the chance for collisions to occur between 
satellites after deployment from the launcher. We shall then investigate strategies 
for collision-free deployment.
3.3.1 M otions A fter th e Separation
A geometry of satellite orbit deployment is shown in figure (3.8) for the case of 
two satellites. Both spacecraft are accommodated on top of the launch vehicle. 
We denote heading vector of the launch vehicle by H. The incremental delta-V 
due to the launch vehicle spring release mechanism are applied differently to each 
satellite which are presented by A V i and A V 2 making angles of (^1 and 4>2 with 
respect to H. We introduce a local rectangular coordinate V R C , where V  is the 
positive along-track velocity direction, R  is the radial direction pointing towards 
the centre of the Earth, and C is the cross-track direction. is the angle between
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Figure 3.8: Geometry of miiltiple-spacecraft orbit deployment system.
H  and V.
Note that H  can vary freely as it relates to the attitude of the launch vehicle. 
0 i and (f)2 are generally not variable due to the mechanical constraints within 
the launcher’s accommodation. The delta-V vectors, however, can freely rotate 
around H  according to the launcher’s attitude.
The free motion of the spacecraft depends upon the initial condition assigned 
from the incremental delta-V at the instant of firing. Equations (3.4) and (3.5) 
can be applied again here to describe the relative motion between a satellite and 
the launch vehicle which is assumed to be in a circular orbit at radius R q. In 
this case, however, there is no acceleration applied on the right-hand side of the 
equations, and the in-plane motion reduces to:
T — A(%o — -Rq^o co s(?7 .o t — Wo) (3.22)
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 ^ 2 AVri \  3 no
\  R qUq /
 Acio  ^T  2eo sin (not — wq) (3.23)
2 ^
where
Aao =  +  4r-o ) (3,24)
\  TLq
eo =
where AV^i and AVgi are the incremental delta-V component in the radial and 
azimuthal directions, respectively, o^ and ro are zero, because the satellite is 
initially sitting on the launch vehicle. The motion between two satellites can be 
described by differencing their relative motion with respect to the launch vehicle. 
Note tha t the delta-V component in the out-of-plane direction will cause only 
the oscillation in the out-of-plane motion, and it is de-coupled from the in-plane 
motion.
3.3.2 C ollision A nalysis
Now we shall examine the cases where theoretically collisions could happen. If 
two spacecraft 5*1 and S 2 are separated at the same time with different velocities, 
then obviously both will come back to exactly rendezvous again if their orbital 
periods satisfy: Pi =  nP2 , where n  =  I and I = 1, 2,3..., and when n = 1 /k ,  where 
k = 1 ,2 ,3 ,... Collisions tha t occur in this case have been studied by Ramanan
[55]. However, the small delta-V from separation springs will never put I or k 
greater than 1. The only chance for collision is therefore when both satellites 
are placed into orbits with the same orbital period. This means, to first order 
approximation, they are separated with the same along-track delta-V component.
However, these are not the only cases where collisions could occur. There also 
exist collision cases when the satellites have both radial and azimuthal relative 
velocities.
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3.3.2.1 Collisions Caused by D ifferential Drag
The collision caused when Pi =  nPg mentioned above can be avoided by introdu­
cing a small initial phase difference between the spacecraft. This can be simply 
achieved by separating the satellites at different epochs. However, spacecraft 
generally have different ballistic coefficients. Their orbits, therefore, decay with 
different rates due to differential drag. If they are placed very close to each other, 
the satellites could be brought dangerously close to each other.
Figure (3.9(a)) shows the relative motion of satellite S 2 viewed from a ref­
erence satellite Si when the satellites initially have a small relative along-track 
separation. We can see that S 2 appears to move around Si with some guaranteed 
margin space between them. There is no secular drift in the relative motion, but 
only periodic motion due to the difference in eccentricity between the orbits. If 
S 2 has a smaller ballistic coefficient, however, it will lose altitude faster than ^i. 
Although the mean motion of S 2 is moving away from Si, its epicycle moves 
towards in figure (3.9(b)) as it drifts to the right. In this illustration, the 
spacecraft Si has a ballistic coefficient one third of 8 2  ^ and we see that they 
collide after 35 orbits.
3.3.2.2 Collisions During T he Transient M otion
A sufficiently large differential delta-V in the along-track direction, may help to 
prevent collisions caused by differential drag. However, the transient relative 
motion can potentially cause new opportunities for collision within the first few 
orbits following deployment. Figure (3.10), shows the effect of separation time 
differences on the relative motion when the differential delta-V is fixed. Two 
scenarios are shown: when both spacecraft are released from the launcher exactly 
at the same time and when the second satellite is separated 10 seconds after the 
first. The motions are shown in figures (3.10(a)) and (3.10(b)), respectively. The 
incremental delta-V applied for the second satellite is slightly smaller than that
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Figure 3.9: Chance for collision caused by differential drag, (a): W ithout dif­
ferential drag, a safety margin can be guaranteed for two satellites orbiting with 
the same orbital period, (b): Differential drag causes the two satellites to collide 
after 35 orbits.
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for the first satellite in both scenarios. Therefore, it moves forwards relative to the 
first satellite as its mean motion is faster. The mean drift rate in the along-track 
direction is the same in both scenarios, yet the relative motion is very different. 
The satellites move apart from each other with much larger excursions in the 
second scenario than in the first. It is im portant to note tha t the motion in the 
second scenario poses a chance for collision as we can see in the graph after 3 
orbits tha t both spacecraft approach each other within a very small separation 
and then move apart thereafter, while in the first case their separation always 
grows.
The effect of separation time differences becomes less im portant when the 
difference in incremental delta-V applied to both spacecraft becomes larger. Also 
the relative motion tends to move monotonically apart from each other, and, as we 
have seen from figure (3.10(a)) this profile is preferred for safe deployment. Figure
(3.11) shows the relative motion between spacecraft when they are separated with 
a 10 second margin but with larger differential along-track delta-V. Comparing 
the motion with the one in figure (3.10(b)) we can see that the separation now 
increases at a faster rate, and the separation after one orbit grows with time.
3.3.3 C ollision-free O rbit D ep loym ent
One way to guarantee safety during separation is to ensure tha t there is an 
adequate margin of closest separation after one orbit (denoted by in figure
(3.11)). This margin must have the same sign as the relative velocity. If this 
margin is zero, of course, the spacecraft will collide after one orbit, and if it is of 
the opposite sign to the relative motion then there is a chance for collision when 
S 2 moves past the origin, as illustrated in figure (3.10(b)).
According to equations (3.22) and (3.23), the relative motion between two 
satellites is an epicycle traveling with a constant along-track velocity. The centre 
of the epicycle (fco, #co) is defined by the conditions at the epoch when S 2 is
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Figure 3.10: The effect of separation time difference on relative motion, (a): The 
relative motion when both spacecraft are separated at the same time, (b): The 
relative motion when both spacecraft are separated 10 seconds apart.
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Figure 3.11: The relative motion with some guaranteed separation margin.
separated:
2AVoTco = ---------h 4àro
no
9co = 56r 2 A 1 4
R oUq
(3.27)
where 6ro, AK- and AVq are the relative separations and velocities at the 
epoch of S 2 separation. The radial amplitude of the epicycle is i^o^co and the 
azimuthal amplitude is 26eo, where ôcq is the difference in eccentricity between 
the orbits:
Scq = f36ro  ^ 2 A V / / Ÿ  f  A K\  V % RoUa j  KRonQ/
The relative along-track drift rate is constant at:
(3.28)
(3.29)\  Ro R q /
If both spacecraft are separated simultaneously, 5?’q =  69o = 0 as they are both
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sitting on the same launcher, and and Al/g are the differential delta-V applied 
during the separation. However, if a time difference is introduced between the 
separation of each spacecraft, these initial states must also take into account 
the motion of Si before the separation of S 2 which can be found directly from 
equations (3.22) and (3.23). We can see tha t the motion of the epicycle depends 
upon both the applied delta-V and the time difference between separations.
For the case that the satellites are separated at the same time, the epicycle 
starts from the origin and comes closest to the origin after exactly one orbit. We 
can set a criteria for collision-free deployment as:
<^ m =  c^o ~ 2(5eo H > 0 (3.30)TT-O
From equation (3.27) to (3.29), we obtain: 
2AW(Tin — “H 2.'
R qUq V j \  R qTIq j \n o J > 0 (3.31)%  j
This criteria allows us to calculate the delta-V vectors required for collision- 
free separation. The errors in delta-V magnitude and direction due to the mis­
alignment and the error of the launcher’s attitude can also be taken into account 
in the calculation.
As an example, consider a simple case where two satellites are deployed by 
applying delta-V only in the along-track direction. In this case, according to 
equation (3.31) when A%. =  0, the margin is proportional to the differential 
delta-V, and we can choose the differential delta-V such that:
lAVol =  IAV2 -  AVil > -----------  (3.32)
67t — 4
where cjmr is the required separation margin to be guaranteed. If and S 2 
are planned to be launched into a close-formation around 700km altitude with 
AVi = 1.08771/s , and we require S 2 to move to the right relative to Si with a
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guaranteed margin of 200 m, we can immediately calculate A V q from equation 
(3.32) to give: |AVg| > 0.014?n/s, and, from the given AVI, Al/g <  1.066m/s.
Now if the error in delta-V from the separation springs for both spacecraft can 
be up to 5% from their nominal values, and the combined error from the delta-V 
vector mis-alignment and the launcher’s heading error can be up to 1 deg, we can 
re-calculate AV 2 to ensure the required margin even in the worst case separation 
error. The worst case scenario will occur when AVi becomes smallest and AV2 
becomes as large as possible, which will give the smallest AVo and hence am- In 
our example, the worst case occurs when AVi is 5% decreased and pointing 1 
deg off the along-track direction, and AV2 is 5% increased and pointing exactly 
in the along-track direction. This will cause Ak@ =  0.093m/s, and S 2 moves to 
the left relative to S\. In order to guarantee the separation requirements even in 
this worst case scenario, we can set a safety criteria as:
(AVi -  5%) c o s(r)  -  {AV2 +  5%) > 0.014m/s (3.33)
hence AV 2 < 0.977m/s. By using this incremental delta-V, the relative motion 
between the spacecraft in nominal and worst cases are shown in figure (3.12(a)) 
and (3.12(b)), respectively. S 2 moves away from Si with a larger excursion in the 
nominal situation, and the closest approach during the second orbit is about 2 
km. In the worst case, however, the closest margin is guaranteed at least 200 m.
In general cases where both delta-Vs are not targeted in the along-track dir­
ection, we can calculate delta-V using a similar strategy demonstrated above, but 
by employing the safety criteria in equation (3.31) as the radial velocities now 
influence the epicycle motion.
Sometimes the launcher’s heading direction can vary through a wide range 
while the delta-V magnitudes and their angles with respect to the heading direc­
tion are fixed. Although the relative motion always drifts to the right as long as 
AV01 > AVq2 : tfiG shape and the motion of the epicycles are different for different 
heading angles. At some angles the epicycle may initially start from the left, and
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Figure 3.12: The relative motion when the spacecraft are separated with a 200 m 
guaranteed separation margin, (a): Nominal case where there is no error in delta- 
V vector, (b): The worst case with 5% delta-V magnitude and 1 deg delta-V 
direction errors.
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Figure 3.13: The alignment of in-plane vectors during the separation.
this gives rise to more complex chances for collision.
As an example, consider the case where the pitch angle of the launch vehicle 
can vary freely, and the directions of the delta-Vs are tilted oppositely to each 
other with respect to the heading direction, and all vectors lie on the orbital 
plane as shown in figure (3.13). The delta-V applied to Si and S 2 are 1.08 m /s 
and 0.93 m /s, and the tilt angles from heading vector (j)i and ^ 2  are 4-32 deg and 
-27 deg, respectively. Figure (3.14) shows the minimum separation distance for 
this scenario for different heading angles.
We can see tha t a 700m margin is guaranteed for nominal separation where 
the heading angle is zero. When the heading angle becomes larger, however, 
this margin becomes smaller. For a heading angle of about 2 deg, the margin 
approaches zero. When the heading angle is greater than 2 deg, becomes 
negative and this causes periodic occurrences of zero margin. After the heading 
angle exceeds approximately 10.5 deg, the along-track delta-V components of 
both spacecraft are in opposite directions, and this causes cr„^  to have the same
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Figure 3.14: The closest approach during the relative motion with different head­
ing angle at the separation.
sign as the motion direction, and gets wider as Ll further increases. This graph 
suggests tha t the separation of two satellites by applying along-track delta-V in 
opposite directions is the safest deployment method when collision avoidance is 
the priority.
3.4 D eploym ent of SN A P -1 and TSIN G H U A -1
SNAP-1 is the first nanosatellite built by Surrey Space Centre. The Q.bkg satellite 
carries a number of advanced micro-technologies, including a micro-propulsion 
system, UHF inter-satellite link and a machine vision system for inspecting other 
spacecraft [39]. The satellite is intended to demonstrate close-formation flying 
with TSINGHUA-1, a Chinese microsatellite built under a cooperation agreement 
between Tsinghua University and SSC [33].
SNAP-1 is planned to be kept inside a control window ahead of TSINGHUA-1
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Figure 3.15: The scheinatic of SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1 attached to the launch 
vehicle before the orbit deployment.
in the same orbit. To bring about rendezvous, the mean orbital radius of SNAP-1 
should be higher than the TSINGHUA-1 satellite so that it drifts behind the other 
satellite. The extra orbital altitude compensates for the effects of differential drag 
during the platform commissioning phase. The ballistic coefficient of SNAP-1 is 
approximately 3 times smaller than TSINGHUA-1, and therefore it is expected 
to lose altitude faster.
During the launch, in June 2000, both spacecraft were accommodated inside 
the main payload of the rocket. Figure (3.15) shows the schematic of SNAP-1 
and TSINGHUA-1 attached to the launch vehicle before the orbit deployment. 
TSINGHUA-1 was planned to be deployed with an angle of 32 deg with respect 
to the heading direction before the ejection, and SNAP-1 was placed with an 
angle of 24 deg on the opposite side. The designed incremental delta-\' from the 
separation springs are 1.08m/s for TSINGHUA-1 and 0.93777/s for SNAP-1.
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Figure 3.16: Magnetic field attitude tracking of the main payload satellite during 
the deployment of SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1.
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Figure 3.17: Deployment Geometry of SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1.
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Event Time from 
start (s)
Altitude
(km)
Latitude
(deg)
Longitude
TSINGHUA-1
deployment
5701.2 699.1 36.88 28T8
SNAP-1
separation
11812.2 704.0 48.22 359.67
TSINGHUA-1
separation
11820.2 704.2 48.70 359.48
Table 3.2; Sequence of events of separation between SNAP-1, TSINGHUA-1 and 
the primary payload.
During the launch, the main payload satellite’s attitude was programmed to 
track the E arth ’s magnetic field vector. The main payload heading angle, there­
fore, can vary through 360 degrees with respect to the local orbital velocity vector 
as shown in figure (3.16). SNAP-1 was released 8 seconds before TSINGHUA-1. 
Post separation analysis of the orbital data revealed that the heading direction 
of the main payload was aligned approximately 95 deg with respect to the ve­
locity vector (see table (3.2) for estimated separation parameters), which agrees 
with the magnetic field data over Greenland, visible in images at separation 
from the machine mission system. The vector diagram during the separation is 
shown in figure (3.17). The incremental delta-V vector direction of SNAP-1 was 
95 4- 32 =  127 deg and tha t of TSINGHUA-1 was 95 — 24 =  71 deg relative 
to the velocity vector. This meant tha t the along-track delta-V components of 
both spacecraft were in opposite directions. The delta-V components of SNAP-1 
were AVgsN — —0.56m/s and AVrSN = 0.74??r/s, and the delta-V components of 
TSINGHUA-1 were A V q t h  — 0.35m/s  and AVrrn = 1.02m/s.
The difference in semimajor axis between the spacecraft after deployment can 
be found from equation (3.24) which suggests tha t SNAP-1 was released with
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Figure 3.18: Relative motion during the first 10 revolutions after the launch of 
SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1. (a): SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1 viewed from the 
launch vehicle: SNAP-1 appeared to move to the right as its mean radius is 
smaller, and TSINGHUA-1 appeared to move to the left as its mean radius is 
larger, (b): TSINGHUA-1 viewed from SNAP-1.
1 .6 km  lower orbital altitude than TSINGHUA-1. This number has been con­
firmed by NORAD elements after the launch: as^ = 7072.Skm and q th  = 
7074.4/cm. The semimajor axis of the launch vehicle was confirmed to stay 
between both spacecraft at o =  7073.Skm. Thus SNAP-1 was drifting in the 
forward along-track direction ahead of both TSINGHUA-1 and the main payload 
satellite. The difference in eccentricity, found from the differential along-track 
and radial delta-\' components, caused a significant epicycle amplitude for the 
two spacecraft orbits, as shown in figure (3.18(a)) and (3.18(b)), respectively.
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A delta-V of 0.91m/s was required for SNAP-1 to raise its orbit and stop the 
along-track drift. This is well within the capacity of the spacecraft propulsion 
system of 3 m /s. However, it generally takes sometime for mission commissioning 
and testing before manoeuviring operations can begin. This resulted in a larger 
delta-V requirement to stop the drift and bring SNAP-1 back to rendezvous with 
TSINGHUA-1 again. The detail of the rendezvous strategy and the results will 
be discussed in chapter 6.
Chapter 4 
Orbit Transfer Towards Specialist 
LEOs
In this chapter, the dynamic analysis and transfer strategy of some specialist or­
bits will be discussed. Repeat-groimdtrack and frozen orbits will be particularly 
considered as they are frequently employed by most Earth-observation satellites. 
The analysis method presented here has adjustable accuracy as it allows selec­
tion of the number of higher terms used to describe the geopotential. Optimal 
orbit transfer strategies are investigated, for application to small satellites with 
low-thrust propulsion systems. The strategy performances are expected to be as 
accurate as or better than those tha t have been achieved by some state-of-the- 
art missions, such as TOPEX/POSEIDON, but using only a fraction of the fuel 
budget. This is to be achieved by using standard navigation and control compon­
ents available in the small satellite market. Modern autonomous orbit operations 
substantially reduce both the complexity and cost of satellite missions. The 
control strategy proposed in this chapter has been successfully demonstrated on 
UoSAT-12.
The analysis for an exact repeat-groundtrack orbit will be presented first in 
section (4.1). A minimal delta-V orbit transfer strategy is proposed in section
77
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(4.2), as well as the repeat-groimdtrack orbit transfer experimental results from 
UoSAT-12. The analysis for the frozen orbit is described in section (4.3) and an 
optimal frozen orbit transfer strategy is proposed in section (4.4).
4.1 Exact R epeat-groundtrack Orbits
4.1.1 In trodu ction
A repeat-groimdtrack orbit is considered to be very useful for Earth observation 
and Earth science missions as it allows a satellite to re-observe any particular 
spot either on or above the ground with a particular pre-chosen period. A mis­
sion can be planned either for the satellite to fly over a point with the same 
lighting condition (sun-synchronous) or at different local times. There are a 
number of existing missions tha t are operating in repeat-groimdtrack orbits such 
as LANDSAT, SPOT, RADARSAT and TOPEX/POSEIDON [93, 94, 95, 96].
Advanced Earth observation missions may require very high precision repeat­
ing groundtrack patterns where the satellite flies exactly over the same spots of in­
terest on the ground within a tightly controlled variation. The TOPEX/POSEIDON 
mission, for example, requires the spacecraft to fly over two verification sites 
within an accuracy of ± l k m  around the reference equator crossings [98]. Higher 
order terms of the zonal gravity field are necessary to be included in the analysis 
and manoeuvring design for such precise requirements [97].
In order to bring a satellite from an initial state after the launch towards a de­
sired orbit, a series of large burns are typically applied [98, 100]. In maintaining a 
repeat-groundtrack orbit, a ground-based orbit maintenance strategy is typically 
employed where the groundtrack drift is monitored and in-plane manoeuvres are 
performed periodically to restore the resonant altitude against atmospheric drag 
effects [87, 88].
In this section, we present an innovative orbital dynamics analysis for a res­
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onant condition. The analysis is based upon epicycle elements. The resonant 
condition can be solved for by including not only J2 but higher zonal harmonics 
up until a satisfactory accuracy is achieved.
Once a resonance has been selected and the corresponding elements have been 
found, a repeat-groimdtrack insertion strategy is then proposed. The strategy em­
ploys a series of small impulsive delta-V which is suitable for low-thrust propul­
sion system on small satellites. Atmospheric drag effects can also be taken into 
account for precision orbit insertion. The control algorithm has been success­
fully demonstrated onboard the UoSAT-12, an experimental mini-satellite built 
by SSC.
4.1.2 D ynam ics o f th e  R esonant C ondition
A repeat-groundtrack orbit is obtained when there is a commensiirability between 
the satellite’s nodal frequency and the E arth ’s rotation rate. Typically, a satellite 
is said to be in a repeat-groundtrack orbit when it flies over exactly the same point 
on the equator in a strictly periodic interval. To make this happen, the time for 
an integer number of orbits of the satellite must be equal to the total time for an 
integer number of rotations of the Earth.
The separation between two consecutive equator crossings is a function of the 
E arth’s rotation rate and the drift in the right ascension of ascending node as:
Ls = PN(^e — (4.1)
where Ls  is the equatorial separation between two consecutive crossings, We is 
the E arth ’s rotation rate, Ù is the drift rate in the longitude of the ascending
node and P^t is nodal period of the orbit which is the period between successive
equator crossings of the satellite. A resonance condition for the groundtrack to 
repeat every k orbits in d days can be formulated as:
kLs = 27id (4.2)
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Substituting L$ from equation (4.1), and rearranging the equation, we obtain:
^  (4.3)njY k
where n^r = 2n/Pj\r is the nodal frequency. Note that d is not the sidereal day, 
but is the number of revolutions which the Earth completes its rotating cycle 
viewed from the precessing orbital plane. From equation (2.27), the drift rate in 
the ascending node is:
Ù = dn  (4.4)
The nodal frequency can be obtained from equation (2.29), and the resonant
condition can be formulated in terms of the epicycle parameters as:
/ (4.5)(1 "F /u) k
The closed-form solutions for the secular perturbation terms for an axisym- 
metric Earth are [62]:
2mQ = Y. g2m =  E(27B  -  1) J2m ( “ )m  m  \  CL /
/ f> \  2m
^ =  E(2?7% -  1) J2m ( -  ) (4 6)
m  7T1 \  Cl /
2m
=  Y  ^2m =  -  ^ (4 7 7 1  -  1) J2m f  ~ )  Z 'L  ~  ^2mCOShm. m  \  Cl /
where in = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...; R  is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth, are the 
E arth’s gravitational coefficients and the coefficients L{ are given by:
(i — j)\Lj = -----— Pf(0)p ;(cos/o) (4.7)
(* +  i)!
The first two terms are contributed by J2  and J 4 , and can be explicitly expressed
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as:
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(4.8)
The effects from J 2 second order should also be taken into account if an 
accuracy of better than 10m is required as its effects are of order 10~® which is 
as significant as those caused by other high zonal terms. The secular variations 
contributed by (^2 )  ^ are:
4
Q22 — -----( 2^ )^32 (16 +  24 sin^ Iq  — 49 sin^ / q)
'(^ 22 — “ (^2)  ^8
^R^
\ a j
\ a j
i
c o s / o ( l l  — 2 0 s i n ^ / o )
3  /  77 \
^22 — — {' 2^ y  16
(4.9)
(14 +  17 sin^ Iq  -  35 sin‘ I q )
y a j
By using the relation from equation (4.5), we obtain the resonant
condition as a function of epicycle radius and inclination. If only the effects of J2 
and Ja are taken into account, the repeat-groundtrack condition can be explicitly 
formulated as:
%"\/ i r ( ^ )  + 1  ^ ( f  ) c o s /o ( 4 - 7 s i iF /o )  +  | h ^ ( ^ )  c o s 7 o ( l l-2 0 s in D o )  ^  d
lo+^-shJ lQ) + -^PjE (^f) ‘^ {li-A-17shJ Io-Sbsm‘Do)
(4TÔ)
We treat this as a function of a, the unknown. With a desired repeat-groundtrack 
pattern, and the operational inclination given, a resonant epicycle radius can be
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solved for by using a standard numerical method. We emphasise that although 
the equation for the resonant condition above is explicit and only uses terms up 
to J 4 , equation (4.5) allows us to use arbitrary numbers of terms in evaluating 
the resonance condition to any desired level of accuracy.
4.2 Approach to  a R epeat-G roundtrack
4.2.1 Control A lgorithm
Once a resonant condition has been selected and the resonant orbital radius has 
been solved for, a set of equator crossing longitudes can be assigned as a reference 
grid around the equator. The grid can also be shifted in phase to some particular 
equator crossing longitude so tha t the satellite groundtrack passes over particular 
targets, such as verification sites, ground control stations and observation points. 
The groundtrack whose equator crossing points have been tied to a particular 
reference grid will be referred to as the reference track.
The groundtrack pattern of a satellite in an orbit which is not resonant will 
appear to naturally drift relative to the reference track. The groundtrack drift 
per nodal period, AL5 , of a satellite in a vicinity orbit around the resonant orbit 
can be approximated as:
dLs dLsA L s  =  Aa H A i  (4.11)
da di
where A a  and A i  are, respectively, the deviations in orbital radius and inclination 
from the resonant orbit.
The variation in equator crossing separation due to changes in inclination is 
assumed to be negligible in our analysis. Therefore, only the first term on the 
right hand side of equation (4.11) is considered. Note that both d and k are 
functions of a. However, their variations due to a small change in a is small 
(about of order 10“ )^ and are neglected. From equation (4.11) and (4.1), the
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drift ill the equator crossing separation due to the deviation in epicycle radius 
from the resonant condition is:
A L 5  =  -  fio )—  (4.12)cycL 'A ûq
where üq and P atq are the epicycle radius and the corresponding nodal period at 
the resonant condition, respectively. The average groundtrack drift rate is the 
drift per period divided by the nodal period,
A L s  = l ^ { u , - Ù o ) —  (4.13)I  Jr^ ao
The effects from atmospheric drag tend to make the groundtrack drift East­
ward as it reduces the orbital period. The linearised groundtrack acceleration 
due to the decay rate à is:
A L s  ~  - fio)— (4.14)I  tto
If a constant decay rate is assumed, we shall see the groundtrack drift away 
from the reference track with a quadratic profile. By using a simple decay rate 
estimation model, a series of small burns can be applied to bring a satellite 
from any initial conditions towards a desired resonant condition. The desired 
groundtrack drift during each time interval between two consecutive firings can be 
obtained by setting an appropriate initial Aa, and the last burn should be applied 
to reduce the drift rate and smoothly bring the satellite into the orbit maintenance 
phase. The multiple burns orbit insertion strategy can be summarised as:
A L sq = AL5 i(A ai,T i) 4- AZ/gg(Aa2 , T2 ) +  ATgg(Aa3 , T3) +  ... +  ATg,^(Aa,i,
(4.15)
where ALs^ is the initial groundtrack drift, is the drift period for each step, 
Aa, is the initial displacement in a from the resonant value and ATg. is the 
groundtrack drift gained during each firing step.
Note that this strategy provides some advantages over one using a small num­
ber of large burns. Firstly, the thruster can be re-calibrated to give a more accur­
ate thrust by analysing the result from previous burns. Secondly, the groundtrack
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Figure 4.1: Reference groundtrack pattern for a satellite which completes 102 
orbits in 7 days.
can be brought to the reference very smoothly and the orbit maintenance phase 
can be enabled immediately after the insertion without any discontinuity between 
these operational phases.
4.2.2 R epeat-groundtrack insertion  of U oSA T -12
The orbit insertion and maintenance strategy described above have been success­
fully demonstrated onboard UoSAT-12, a 300 kg mini-satellite built by SSC. The 
spacecraft was launched into a 64.57 deg inclined orbit with an altitude of ap­
proximately 650 km. A resonant condition is selected so that the satellite passes 
directly over the ground station at SSC twice every week. The corresponding 
condition is 7 da vs for 102 orbital revolutions.
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The objective of the satellite groundtrack design was to provide a repeating 
cycle with an error of less than 1 km  between two consecutive cycles, and to ensure 
tha t the revisit time over any particular observation point is within 2 seconds of 
the calculated time. This required including zonal harmonics up to Ja in the 
evaluation of the resonant condition. By solving equation (4.10), we obtained a 
resonant radius of Qq — 7027.927km with approximately ±10m error from the 
actual resonant radius due to the truncation of higher terms.
To enable two high passes over our ground station in Guildford, we require 
the descending node crossing of the orbit to pass over the equator at 31.950 deg 
East. The reference groundtrack pattern for this case is shown in figure(4.1).
The initial orbital radius of UoSAT-12 on 7th December,1999 was about 430??% 
above the resonant orbit and the equator crossing was 0.23 deg East of the target 
value. By solving equation (4.14), we found tha t it would take about 7 days for 
the groundtrack to process round to the reference phase (the estimated decay 
rate due to atmospheric drag was 7.2 m /day). The orbit insertion was conducted 
on 14th December 1999. The required delta-V was calculated from the updated 
epicycle radius equation to change the estimated epicycle radius at the firing 
instant to the reference radius, and a 16cm/s delta-V was commanded in the 
anti-velocity direction.
The first set of epicycle parameters was determined after this firing by using 
a batch filter [61] which retrieved GPS data every 10 seconds for 24 hours. By 
propagating the satellite orbit forward using this set of parameters, we found 
that the satellite groundtrack repeats with two high elevation passes over SSC 
(shown by thick lines) as in figure (4.2). The pattern during the approach to 
resonance is shown in the lighter lines. Viewed on a magnified scale, however, 
the groundtrack still has a small westward drift with a drift rate of about 0.026 
deg per week as shown in figure (4.3). The target descending equator crossing is 
marked by the black square at 31.950 deg East. Initially, the groundtrack crosses 
at 32.15 deg and is drifting westward. After firing the drift rate is reduced and
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Figure 4.2: The groundtrack pattern which allows two high elevation passes over 
SSC (marked by the centre of the circle) has been achieved after the orbit inser­
tion.
the groundtrack slowly approaches the desired phase. This small drift is allowed 
to continue intentionally as it allows the orbit operation to be switched to the 
maintenance phase smoothly.
4.3 Frozen Orbit A nalysis
4.3.1 Introduction
Under frozen conditions the variation of eccentricity and the precession of the 
argument of perigee due to the oblateness of the Earth become zero. The orbital
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Figure 4.3: The groundtrack around the target descending node crossing point 
(shown by the black square). The groundtrack approached the target from the 
eastern side. The gap between the 1 st and 2nd lines from the eastern edge shows 
the drift within 1 week before firing. After firing, the drift rate was reduced and 
the groundtrack smoothly approached the target as shown by the gaps after the 
2 nd line.
shape is, therefore, fixed in inertial space and the satellite altitude variation is 
minimised. This poses a great advantage to Earth-observation satellites who 
require minimal variations in altitude when the satellite flies over any particular 
spot on the ground. There are a number of existing Earth-observation satellites 
that have been placed into frozen orbits, such as LANDSAT, SPOT, RADARSAT 
and TOPEX/Poseidon [93, 94, 95, 96]. Some Earth-like missions, such as Martian 
[103], Venusian [104] and lunar orbiters [105], also take advantage of frozen orbits.
In the evaluation of frozen conditions, clear understanding of the perturba­
tions due to the non-spherical Earth is required. Existence of the frozen orbit is 
attributed to the balancing of the secular perturbations of the even zonal har­
monics with the long-periodic perturbations of the odd zonal harmonics. Early 
treatments obtained an analytic solution from Jo and J 3 which was then extended 
to higher terms via numerical integration of the mean elements [106, 107, 108,
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109, 110]. Fi'om a more abstract perspective, frozen orbits arise from bifurcations 
[111, 112]. The analytic solution for frozen conditions, however, is limited at only
Jo­
in this section, we present an analytic solution for frozen conditions without 
the limitation in number of zonal harmonics terms included in the computation. 
This solution will be based upon the epicycle description of the satellite orbit 
which avoids small eccentricity divisors.
4.3.2 Frozen C onditions
The word frozen orbit was first introduced in 1978 by Cutting, et ai in their 
work on the analysis of the SEAS AT-A orbit [101]. The analysis of such stable 
conditions, however, had originally been developed by Cook in 1966 [48].
Consider the simplest case for frozen conditions where only J 2 and J 3 harmon­
ics are taken into account. The averaged variational rate equations for eccentricity 
and argument of perigee for an Earth model consisting of a rotating Earth plus 
zonal harmonics J 2 and J 3 can be expressed as [7];
de 3 J 3T& f  F e \ {—  | - j  s i n l o y l -
dt 2(1 -  e y  V « J
5 ,  \sin Iq
4
cos w (4.16)
where
d(jj
dt
F  = 1 P
SJ2U
2 \ 2(1 -  e^)
J 3
\ a  j
(
V
\
1  sin 7o F (4.17)
 ^r \   ^sin^ Jo — e cos^ Jq ^
J2(l -  e^) \ sin Iq
sincj
/
These equations show secular and long-period variations in terms of mean orbital 
elements where Re is the E arth ’s mean radius at the equator and n  is mean 
motion.
Note tha t there is no J 2 term in equation (4.16) but tha t (4.17) contains both 
J 2  and J 3 . Also note th a t both equations contain the expression (1 — |s in^  J q ).
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This expression equals zero when I q = 63.4 deg or I q = 116.6 deg - the critical 
inclination. At this inclination, both eccentricity and argument of perigee remain 
constant at this level of approximation. The well-known Russian Molniya orbit 
employs these conditions to passively control its elongated orbital shape to be 
fixed in inertial space.
However, for given values of mean semi-major axis and inclination, the pre­
cession in eccentricity can also be stopped by choosing the argument of perigee 
to be either 90 deg or 270 deg. The argument of perigee rotation rate can be 
nullified by setting F  in equation (4.17) to be zero. This requires the eccentricity 
to be approximately:
J3 ' ' f l d
2 J2 y U y
sin Jo (4.18)
This is a very small eccentricity (0(10“^)) which shows tha t the balancing of 
the secular and long-periodic perturbations can only be satisfied by near circular 
orbits when the inclination is not close to critical. These conditions are referred to 
as frozen conditions, and the eccentricity and argument of perigee for de/dt = 0  
and dojjdt =  0  are referred to as the frozen eccentricity and frozen argument of 
perigee, respectively.
4.3 .3  Frozen O rbit C onditions as Functions o f E picycle  
Param eters
The frozen orbit solutions obtained from the simple analysis with only Jg and 
J 3 terms included may not be accurate enough in practice, especially for orbits 
with inclinations close to the critical value. The analysis of frozen orbits through 
the epicycle parameters allows us to simply include higher order zonal harmonic 
terms. In the evaluation of frozen conditions, we consider only secular and long- 
periodic perturbations. The short-periodic variations, therefore, can be averaged 
out. The dominant short-periodic terms in the radial and azimuthal motion
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involve just J 2 which are given by [62]:
2
sin I q cos 2/3
2 ,
/ 7 , \1  sin I q sin 2/3
/
(4,19)
\ “ y V 6
where /3 =  (1  +  /c) cl'. These variations can be averaged out by integrating over half 
an orbital period. We define the half-orbit average of a quantity Q{a) varying 
around the orbit as:
1 rv+TiQ = -  I Q{a)do^
where v is an arbitrary phase. The in-plane motion (?' and A in equations (2.27)) 
can be averaged to give:
2A 2axr =  a ( l  +  g)4 sin(7v — ttp) -I cos ly
7T 7T
- 1 , 4 4  2A 4xA =  -(1-1- k) (tt -t- 2 /y) -I cos(7v — a-p) H sin ap — 2% sin ly
2 an a 7T
By setting ly = j  — tt/2, equation (4.20) can be rearranged as:
r = a{l F q) ~  A  cos( 7  — ap) -j- ax  sin 7
2 ÀA =  (1 +  Ac) 7  -I [sin( 7  — a-p) +  sin ap] — 2%(1 — cos 7 )
a
-h - (A -  A) sin ftp -  2 {x -  x) 
a
(4.20)
(4.21)
where A = 2 A /n  and ÿ =  2 %/7r. Now both the radial and azimuthal equations are 
identical to equations (2.27) without the short periodic terms, and the addition 
of two constant terms in the azimuthal equation. If we let Aq =  ^  sin a-p — 2%, 
then these two terms can be written as Aq — Aq-
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These equations can be further rearranged by combining the epicycle and 
long-periodic terms:
f  = a{l + g) ~  G cos( 7  -  0 .7)
2G , _ / (4.2^1A =  (1 4- K,)'y H [sin( 7  — cxp) -t- sin oip] -I- Aq
a
where
(4.23)
2/1 2Ao — —  sin(a'p -f /C7 ) H— {A — A) — 2 (% — %). 
a a
and G and w relate to À  and Q'p through:
G cos u) = A  cos (cKp F K.'y)
G sin w =  Â sin(a*p -I- 7C7 ) -t- ax
We have now formulated the perturbed in-plane equations of motion to give 
forms equivalent to the two-body equations (2.11). The eccentricity and argu­
ment of perigee are represented through G and w, respectively, which, however, 
now vary with time in inertial space. The evolution of the eccentricity vector is 
demonstrated in figure (4.4) in [^,77] plane, where ^ =  Gcosw and 77 =  Gsinw. 
The evolution is circular around a constant point fixed in inertial space (marked 
by the point E). The centre of the circle is defined by the long-periodic per­
turbation term, %, and is located at [0, u%]. The radius of the circle is defined 
by the epicycle amplitude, A. uj = ap F n'y defines an instantaneous state. The 
rotation rate around the circle is nn. Note that, at least to first order, the ra­
dius of the circle is not a function of any geopotential perturbative terms. The 
circle centre and rotation frequency, however, depend upon the long-periodic and 
secular perturbation effects, respectively.
As shown in figure(4.4), the eccentricity and argument of perigee oscillate 
around a stable point, E. If, however, the radius of the circle is greater than the
length of the line OE, then oo appears to rotate through 360 degrees rather than
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Figure 4.4: Orientation of eccentricity and argument of perigee around the frozen 
conditions.
librate around w =  tt/2 . The signs of both k, and x  a,lso affect the direction of 
the rotation, as summarised in figure (4.5).
In the case where the initial conditions of the satellite orbit start from point E, 
the eccentricity vector is frozen. The frozen eccentricity and frozen argument of 
perigee can be defined through G cos lj = 0 and G sin w =  ax- The first equation 
fixes a; — 90 or —90 deg, and hence:
G = ax
The solutions of the long-period terms are given by [62]:
2 m + l
(4.24)
X — ^  X2m+1 —
2 m  J‘2 m + l
K
r 1-^2m + l (4.25)
The coefficients Lj can be found from equation (4.7). Although, in principle, we 
can take into account higher order terms in k, for the evaluation of long-periodic 
terms in equation (4.25), in practise we only ever need to consider for the term
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Figure 4.5: Rotation modes of the eccentricity vector
with J 2 which can be explicitly expressed as: 
2
K2 - J2 U / ( -3 L l - \ -4 c o e io L l )  =  - J 24
(4 — 5 sin^ I q) (4.26)
The frozen orbit solution is a function of orbital inclination and radius. Figure
(4.6) shows the plot of the frozen eccentricity against inclination for an epicycle 
radius of a =  7028 km. The different frozen solutions when different odd zonal 
harmonics are included are also shown in this figure. We can see that the frozen 
eccentricity does not vary significantly at low inclinations, however, there are 
large variations as the orbital inclination approaches critical. This suggests that 
higher terms than J 3 are needed to evaluate the frozen orbit solution, especially 
in the vicinity of the critical inclination. These results are similar to Cook’s [48] 
when terms up to Jg were included. Figure (4.7) shows the frozen eccentricity 
for some inclinations close to the critical value. The negative sign suggests that 
the frozen argument of perigee at these inclinations is at w =  —90 deg. Zonal
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Figure 4.6: Frozen eccentricity as function of orbital inclination. The vertical 
line marks the critical inclination, 63.4 deg
harmonics up to J21 may be required for the evaluation of a frozen orbit very close 
to the critical inclination. This is shown in figure (4.8), where the convergence of 
the frozen eccentricity solution is shown for an inclination of Iq =  64.57 deg.
4.4 Optim al Transfer to  Frozen Orbit
4.4.1 O ptim al S ingle-B urn S trategy
After evaluating the frozen orbit conditions for a satellite in a near-circular orbit, 
we now determine the optimal strategy for manoeuvring a satellite from its initial 
orbit into the frozen orbit.
We may treat figure (4.4) as a vector addition problem. The eccentricity
vector of an orbit at some instant is represented by O P  and needs to be changed
to O E  for frozen conditions. We therefore need to add the vector P E  as the result 
of an orbit manoeuvre. In order to preserve the semimajor axis and inclination, a
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Figure 4.7: Frozen eccentricities at inclinations close to the critical value. The 
(different graphs show the solutions when terms up to Jn  are included in the 
computation of %.
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Figure 4.8: Convergence of the frozen eccentricity solution as more odd zonal 
harmonics are included in y, for an inclination of 64.57 deg.
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dual delta-V firing strategy can be employed for generating such an eccentricity 
vector change, and the delta-V requirement and phase for firing can be found 
from reference [102].
In general, the frozen solution is more sensitive to the change in inclination 
than the change in orbital size (approximately 10  ^ times). We can see from 
figure (4.7) that, at an orbit around a = 7028 km and Jq =  64.57 deg, only 
a 0.1 deg change in inclination can cause a difference in frozen eccentricity up 
to 0.001, whereas, in figure (4.9), it changes less than 0.1 x 10"^ for a 10 km 
change in semimajor axis. The transfer of an orbit by adjusting only in-plane 
orbital elements, i.e. a, e and w, towards frozen conditions, therefore, can be 
done using only a single firing, and the effects of the change in semimajor axis 
on the frozen conditions can be neglected. The delta-V vector required for this 
single-burn strategy vary according to the firing phase. The changes and A?; 
required to put the satellite into the frozen orbit determine directly the thrust 
vector required from equation (2.36). The resulting thrust vector is clearly a 
function of the orbital phase a. We can see from figure (4.10) how the in-plane 
delta-V components as well as the total delta-V magnitude required for changing 
to frozen conditions varies with the epicycle phase of firing.
We can introduce a cost function to be minimised as:
J  =  -y/(AVe)^  +  (AK)2 (4.27)
n
Substituting equation (2.36) into the cost function and rearranging the equation, 
we obtain:
J  = 2
\
- A 7 7 2  - j -  A ^ 2
y
sin^ a  4- cos^ a  A?;A^ sin a  cos a
2
-A(^2 -t- A i f
\4  y
(4.28)
Minimising this cost function with respect to the epicycle phase a , we obtain:
(A(^  ^ — A i f )  sin a  cos a  — A?^A^(cos^ a — sin^ cr) =  0
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Figure 4.9: Frozen eccentricity as a function of altitude.
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Figure 4.10: The variation of delta-V components and total delta-V magnitude 
at different epicycle phases using the single-burn strategy.
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which can be rearranged to give the optimal firing phase as:
2A?7A^
tan 2aopt = --------------  (4.29)
A(^ -  A i f
To satisfy the optimal condition in equation (4.29), we can set:
(4.30)A ?7 =  C sin aopt 
A ( =  C cos aopt
where C  is a constant.
Substituting equation (4.30) back into (4.28), we obtain the minimum cost 
function:
Jmin —  2
\
-C ^  ^siiV a  +  cos^ a  4- 2 sin^ a  cos^ o;) =  C  (4.31)
4
and, from equation (4.30),
.Anin =  -h (4.32)
The delta-V magnitude relates to the cost function and the mean motion, n, 
through:
A y  =  2  J  (4,33)
The minimum delta-V magnitude required at the optimum firing phase aopt is:
nAVmin = 4- A(^ 2 (4.34)
2
Under frozen conditions, cos w =  0. The minimum delta-V requirement can then 
be formulated in terms of initial [e^ , wj and final [c/, wy] conditions as:
AVnin = - \J e f  T e j -  2e%ej  sin (4.35)
2
where v is the along-track velocity
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Figure 4.11: The orientations of mean eccentricity and argument of perigee 
around the frozen condition. The numbers labelled on each contour is the min­
imum delta-V requirement for manoeuvring the orbit at any point along the 
contour towards the frozen condition.
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From figure (4.4) we see that to transfer a satellite from any initial conditions 
along the contour to the frozen condition requires the same magnitude of change 
in [(^ , 7^] plane. Equation (4.34) obviously shows th a t the minimum delta-V is also 
proportional to this quantity for an epicycle orbit. Therefore, under a zonal geo- 
gravitational disturbance force, the minimum delta-V required for frozen orbit 
transfer will not vary with time. The [e, w] contour is equivalent to the contour 
of minimum delta-V requirement as shown in figure (4.11). The numbers labelled 
on each contour is the minimum delta-V requirement for manoeuvring the orbit 
at any point along the contour towards the frozen condition. It is remarkable to 
note tha t although the argument of perigee evolves secularly for some orbits in 
figure (4.11), the eccentricity varies in such a way tha t the delta-V requirement 
is the same even when w reaches the frozen value.
It is also worth noting tha t at the optimal firing phase, the required radial 
delta-V component is zero, and the delta-V required is purely in the along-track 
direction. This can be easily seen by substituting equation (4.30) into (2.36), or 
from figure (4.10).
4.4.2 O ptim al M ultip le-B urns S trategy
A problem of small satellites is that they have limited capacity in their propul­
sion systems. To transfer a small satellite into a frozen orbit by using the optimal 
single-burn strategy described above is generally not possible if the initial condi­
tions are not particularly close to frozen. Instead, a series of small burns can be 
used to move a satellite gradually towards frozen conditions. In figure (4.12) we 
show the efiect of a single small thruster burn.
W ith a fixed delta-V capacity, the magnitude and direction of the eccentricity 
change at each step varies with the delta-V direction and firing phase. To use each 
small burn most effectively for manoeuving the orbit towards frozen conditions, 
the delta-V should be executed so tha t the eccentricity vector changes in the
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Figure 4.12: Geometric problem of the multiple-burn strategy.
steepest descent towards the target conditions. From equation (2.36), the changes 
in epicycle parameters and A?; resulting from a given delta-V are:
Ai  ^—  cos a  4 sin a
n n
2/114 /1T4A?y —  sin a  cos a
n n
(4.3G)
The cost function for the optimisation problem can be introduced as the dot 
product between the required eccentricity vector change and the actual change 
produced by a small impulsive delta-V. The fixed delta-V magnitude is also ad­
joined into the cost function as a constraint as:
J = +  A,/{AF/ +  A F / -  AF") (4.37)
where Ay is the Lagrange multiplier, — ly  — r]f.y ~  ,where
r]h and are instantaneous states before each firing, and Aijf,. and A<f/; are the 
predicted changes. Substituting equations (4.36) into (4.37), we obtain the cost
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function as a function of delta-V components and firing phase:
/
J  — 2 AI4  A%. sin a  cos a
\  (
+V n n
-bAy(AVy +  A l/2 _  AV^)
J
2AVo A K  A cos a -\ sin a  1
n n  j
(4.38)
By setting the partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to each vari­
ables to be zero, we obtain a set of four equations to be solved for the optimal 
firing conditions:
2A% A y  A (  2 A y  A y
I A f  I
\
n
COS a  4 s m  a-
7% y
4- A^/j, I ---------- sin a  4------- cos a
\  n n
AVo = ---------( A^a- cos a  4- A?7/  ^sin a)
nXv
1 {A^j^ sin a  -  A %  cos a)
=  0
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)
2nXv
Al/ÿ 4- AV,2 =  AV^ (4.42)
Substituting equations (4.40) and (4.41) into equation (4.39), and rearranging 
the resulting equation yields:
/
2n^X
\
y \ 2
■ (A^/, -  ^r]% ) sin 2 a -  A??/, A(y, cos 2a (4.43)
which can be immediately solved for the optimal firing phase as:
.  n _  2A»7;,AÇ/,
tc lll  ^Oioptf ,^ —
-  ^ 4
The relations between A?7y^_, A{/ ,^ and aopt,, can be found as:
A??/,. =  Csina'opf,
A /^ji. =  C  cos
(4.44)
(4.45)
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where C is a constant. Now if we substitute equation (4.45) into (4.41), we obtain 
the optimal delta-V components as:
A14 =  0 (4.46)
and, from equation (4.42),
A14 =  AV (4.47)
Further, if we substitute the optimal delta-V components back into equation
(4.39), we obtain the simpler condition for the optimal firing phase as:
tan aopt = ------  (4.48)
AO,
Finally, by substituting the optimal solutions above into equation (4.40), the 
Lagrange multiplier can be found as a constant:
The ratio between the required change in i] to ^ is always constant at every 
firing step. Thus, according to equation(4.48), the optimal firing phase measured
from the equator is fixed. To prove this, let us consider the relationship of the
changes at a firing step k and its successive step k 4-1:
-  ‘4 ^  “ ■“ >
Substituting equations (4.45), and equations (4.36) with the optimal delta-V com­
ponents from equations (4.46) and (4.47) into equation (4.50) above, we obtain:
2AVC  sin ci'opfj. sin aopt^ ^
ntan ~  fnn Q'opjj,, (4.51)
2AVC  cos aoptj. cos aoptf.
n
Figure (4.13) shows the states move from arbitrary initial conditions towards 
frozen along a steepest descent path with a fixed epicycle phase at firings. The
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Figure 4.13: Optimal firing phase for multi-burn strategy.
firing locations along the orbit are approximately fixed in inertial space. All small 
burns can be thought of as the idealised single impulsive burn to the frozen orbit, 
which would occur at this same inertial position, but broken up into small steps 
in order to make them executable by a low-thrust spacecraft.
4.5 Frozen Orbit Transfer of UoSAT-12
The study of frozen orbit insertion for UoSAT-12 by using optimal multiple small 
burns will be given as an example here. The Surrey Space Centre UoSAT-12, 
300 kg mini-satellite, was launched into a near-circular orbit at the altitude of 
approximately 650 km and inclination 64.57 deg. The spacecraft acceleration 
when using two cold-gas thrusters is around 1mm/s"^. Thus, if we assume that a 
burn length of 5 minutes is the longest tha t can be approximated as impulsive, 
taking as it does roughly 18 degree of an orbit, the largest near-impulsive burn 
achievable by the satellite is only around 0.3??^/s. Consequently, if the satellite 
is to be transfered to the frozen orbit, the manoeuvre must be broken down
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Figure 4.14: The orientation of eccentricity and argument of perigee towards 
frozen conditions.
into a sequence of small burns of no more than 0.3m/s, with one occurring per 
revolution.
Figure (4.14) shows, as a series of dots, the resulting optimal transfer from 
an initial condition of e =  0.0025 and w =  311.9 degree to the frozen conditions 
(see figure (4.8)), at e =  0.0016 and w =  270 degree: each dot corresponds to the 
orbital conditions produced by each 0.3m /s burn, except the last burn which re­
quires only 0.06m/s. Figure (4.15) shows the same change but in [e cos w, esinw] 
coordinates. W ith the firing epicycle phase fixed in inertial space according to 
equations (4.48), the optimal approach can be seen to be initially mainly rotating 
eccentricity. The method then shifts to mainly rotating of argument of perigee 
towards frozen. Note tha t changing the argument of perigee is easier for the 
more near-circular the orbit. The total delta-V for the orbit insertion equals the 
minimum delta-V required for a single-burn strategy (6.36 m/s).
Finally, figure (4.16) shows the variations in osculating eccentricity and argu­
ment of perigee after the orbit insertion stage compared to the natural variations
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Figure 4.15: The orientation of eccentricity and argument of perigee towards 
frozen conditions (in [e cosw, esinw] coordinates).
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Figure 4.16: Orientation of eccentricity and argument of perigee of a near-circular 
orbit around frozen condition.
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Figure 4.17: Orientation of eccentricity and argument of perigee of a near-circular 
orbit which is not at the frozen condition.
without any orbit manoeuvring in figure (4.17). The simulations are run for 3 
years by using the zonal geopotential terms up to J^q. It is obviously shown 
that, after the orbit insertion, there is neither secular nor long-period variations 
during the simulation period. The small librations in e and oj around the frozen 
conditions are due to the short-periodic perturbations. On the other hand, the 
argument of perigee rotates through 360 degrees and the eccentricity varies with 
a large excursion in a non-frozen orbit shown in figure (4.17).
Chapter 5 
Orbit M aintenance of LEO 
Satellites
In this chapter, an orbit maintenance strategy for small satellites in low Earth 
orbit will be presented. The major aim is to achieve high control accuracy despite 
by using limited resources which are typically available for small satellite missions.
The repeat-groundtrack and frozen orbit maintenance strategies are presented in 
sections (5.2) and (5.3), respectively. In section (5.4), we describe the autonomous 
orbit maintenance experiment on UoSAT-12 and the flight results will be shown.
5.1 Introduction
Previous works on maintaining the orbits of LEO satellites have been done 
based upon traditional ground-based orbit control operations. In the repeat- 
groundtrack orbit maintenance of TOPEX/POSEIDON, for example, the groundtrack 
drift is monitored and in-plane manoeuvres are periodically fired to restore the 
resonant altitude against atmospheric drag effects [87, 88]. However, a significant 
level of mission resources both onboard the spacecraft and for the ground segment 
are generally demanded to achieve such precise control performances by using
108
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traditional orbit operation schemes. The precision orbit determination system 
(POD) of the TOPEX/POSEIDON mission uses SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) 
and DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satel­
lite) data to create precise orbit ephemerides [16], and uses a mono-propellant 
hydrazine blow-down propulsion system consisting of twelve 1-N and four 22-N 
thrusters for orbit and attitude control [99]. For small low-cost satellites whose 
masses are typically less than 300 kg, however, overall mission resources are very 
limited both onboard the spacecraft and in the ground segment. Those mis­
sion requirements mentioned above are, therefore, not affordable by these small 
low-cost missions.
There is currently great interest in formation flying of small satellites in low 
Earth orbit to provide better remote sensing information, and to perform space 
and time variation experiments in scientific study, such as the study of the inter­
action between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. To achieve the mission’s 
goal, it requires tight control [91, 92] of a spacecraft’s position with respect to 
either other satellites in the formation system, the ground or an inertial target 
in space. Some advanced single satellite missions may also require such stringent 
control accuracy. The TOPEX/POSEIDON mission, for example, requires that 
the radial position of the spacecraft be determined with an accuracy better than 
13 cm RMS in order to provide the means to determine the ocean’s dynamic 
topography with an unprecedented accuracy. The satellite groundtrack is con­
trolled to fly over two verification sites with the accuracy of 1 km around the 
reference equator crossing [99].
To operate satellites with such stringent requirements needs the ability to 
maintain the orbits of satellites in LEO encountering differential effects of the 
E arth ’s oblateness and atmospheric drag. The variability of atmospheric drag, 
especially during periods of high solar activity makes it difficult for ground-based 
control to be effective, and it may not be possible in some cases. Moreover, 
control of multiple satellites simultaneously from the ground can significantly
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increase the complexity of the operation. Hence, the orbit operational cost be­
comes dominant compared to the overall mission budget. Attempts, therefore,
have been made to improve the orbit operational concept. Automation of both 
the orbit determination and control system has become an attractive solution, 
especially for small low-cost satellites [90, 61].
5.2 R epeat-G roundtrack Orbit M aintenance
Atmospheric effects tend to cause the satellite orbit to decay secularly, and causes 
the satellite groundtrack to drift eastward with respect to the reference track. The 
groundtrack drift of the satellite orbit in the vicinity of the resonant orbit can 
be further approximated from equation (4.14) by assuming a constant decay rate 
as:
=  ~{(^e — Ô q) — (5.1)Z ÜQ
where D is a constant decay rate. The drift rate and the groundtrack displace­
ment can be solved for as:
A L s  =  -(we — Hq) — t  +  A L sq (5.2)Z Qq
and
A L s  — v(we — Aq)— 4- A L s^ t  4  A L sq (5.3)
4  (%o
where ALs^  and A L sq are the initial drift rate and the initial separation in 
groundtrack, respectively.
To maintain the orbit at a resonant condition, the drift rate can be set to be 
positive at the beginning as we place the satellite just above resonance and allow 
drag to bring the orbit through resonance (see figure (5.1)). Because of drag, 
the drift rate will slow down and approaches zero, and the groundtrack deviation 
reaches the maximum a  when the semimajor axis is equal to the resonant value. 
The groundtrack starts to drift in the negative direction after that due to further
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Figure 5.1: Phase plane of the groundtrack drift
drag, and must be compensated by a delta-V firing to maintain the satellite in 
resonance. Either the control frequency or the maximum error in groundtrack 
can be specified in the evaluation of the required delta-V magnitude. A strategy 
involving a small number of large burns can reduce the frequency of orbit man­
oeuvres, but, on the other hand, a large number of small burns can maintain the 
satellite orbit using a small thrust propulsion system.
For the orbit maintenance of a small low-cost satellite, the small burn strategy 
is preferred. In fact, the large burn strategy will be more expensive on fuel. The 
upper and lower parts of the phase plane diagram shown in figure (5.1) will 
become more asymmetric when the period of a control cycle becomes longer 
because of the variation of the atmospheric density with height. This means 
that a bigger delta-V is required to restore the control loop. Frequent orbital 
manoeuvres, however, may not be possible if manoeuvring commands have to be 
sent from the ground.
A Proportional-Plus-Derivative (PD)-type closed-loop controller can be used 
for maintaining the control profile. Each impulsive delta-V command from the 
controller is proportional to the deviation in epicycle radius from the resonant
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the satellite groimdtrack closed-loop control system.
value and the orbital decay rate due to atmospheric drag. The proportional 
gain of the controller can be obtained from the relationship between the epicycle 
radius and the impulsive delta-V in equation (2.34), and the derivative gain is 
determined from the chosen control sampling period (Tc):
Tr (5.4)
Unlike a normal PD-controller, this controller tries not only to regulate the 
epicycle radius at the reference value but also balance the orbital radius over a 
control cycle, so that the mean radius can be kept as close as possible to the 
resonance value. This can prevent secular drift in satellite groimdtrack. A real­
time orbit determination system is required in the implementation of the control 
system, to supply the epicycle radius and orbital decay rate to the controller.
The satellite’s groundtrack can be kept on the reference track by using another 
feedback control loop. The controller monitors the satellite’s equator crossing 
positions and compares with the reference grid. The goundtrack deviation is 
then detected and proportionally converted to a radius command for the altitude 
maintenance control loop. The whole system now comprises of two control loops 
as shown in figure (5.2).
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5.3 Frozen Orbit M aintenance
Some Earth-observation mission prefers a frozen, as well as repeat-groundtrack or­
bit, so that the satellite re-visits the same spots on the ground every a predefined 
period with a minimum altitude variation. However, a frozen orbit is generally 
more difficult to achieve than a repeat-groundtrack orbit, because, when an op­
erational inclination is assigned, there is only one solution for frozen conditions 
around the vicinity of the reference altitude, whereas there are several resonance 
solutions for different repeat-groundtrack conditions.
A satellite can be placed into a repeat-groundtrack orbit first, and then uses 
small burns during the orbit maintenance to slowly shape the orbit towards frozen. 
As shown in equation (2.34), the change in orbital radius of a near-circular or­
bit due to a small impulsive delta-V does not depend on the orbital phase at 
firing. We therefore have freedom in selecting the firing phase for each burn to 
control the orbital shape. Each small burn can be used optimally to change e 
and LÜ by firing at the orbital phase which gives the steepest descent towards the 
frozen conditions. Although the delta-V magnitude varies according to the drag 
variation, the optimal firing phase is the same as that explained in section (4.4.2):
tana'opt = ------  (5.5)
AO,
When a frozen orbit has already been achieved, each delta-V command (AI4 ) 
has to be equally divided into half (A14i aud AI4 2 ) and, in order to preserve the 
frozen e and w, fired at opposite orbital phases relative to each other:
AI42 =  A14i =  A 14/2 1 g.
Û.'A;2 =  7T H- Clfci J
where OLki are the epicycle phases at firing. Note that aki can be any phase in 
the orbit.
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5.4 Orbit M aintenance of UoSAT-12
We have conducted an experiment on precision repeat-groundtrack orbit insertion 
using the low-thrust propulsion system on UoSAT-12. A resonant condition of 
102 orbital revolutions in 7 days has been achieved. We aim to achieve a satellite 
groundtrack accuracy of less than 1 km  between consecutive cycles, and revisiting 
time error over any particular observation point to within 2 seconds. This requires 
zonal harmonics up to J 4 to be included in the evaluation of resonant conditions. 
An accuracy of better than 10??r in the maintenance of the epicycle radius is 
expected in our experiment.
By using the control algorithm described above, we have successfully demon­
strated an advanced autonomous orbit maintenance system onboard UoSAT-12 
[70]. The results show that the spacecraft maintained itself in resonance within 
3 metres (1er), with respect to the estimated values, around the commanded res­
onant altitude without any support from the ground. All the tiny burns used 
for compensating the daily drag effects are also optimally used for shaping the 
spacecraft orbit towards frozen conditions.
The integration of the control system will be described, and the orbit main­
tenance results from the spacecraft will be shown in this section.
5.4.1 A utonom ous O rbit D eterm in ation  System
UoSAT- 1 2  carries a GPS receiver, called SGR (Space GPS Receiver), developed 
by SSC in collaboration with ESA. It is designed for micro or mini satellites and 
has 24 C /A  code channels, weighs 1 kg and it only consumes 5.5 to 7 watts power 
[41]. We have designed a Kalman filter based upon the epicycle description of the 
orbit for UoSAT-12 assuming GPS measurements are observable. We refer to the 
position and velocity measurements from the GPS receiver as the fix solutions. 
We have taken into account the secular perturbation effects up to 0 (1 0 “ ®), which 
requires the modeling of J 2 , Jg and J 4 terms. The periodic variation need to be
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considered to 0 (10“ ®) which requires the J2 short periodic, and the J 3 / J 2 long- 
periodic variations to be included.
We have addressed, however, in reference [61] tha t it is preferable to model 
some extra terms to ensure accuracy especially for UoSAT-12, whose inclination 
angle is about 64.5 deg which is close to the critical inclination. Higher order 
long periodic terms J2m+il J2 have a 4 — 5 sin^ /q divisor. If the orbital inclination 
is near critical, then these terms may become comparable with (or larger than) 
the J 3 / J 2  term. Therefore the epicycle filter is designed to be able to optionally 
include the J 5 / J 2  and J 7 / J 2  terms. Also some tesseral/ sectorial harmonic terms 
may cause a sub-kilometre order m-daily variation in the along-track direction. 
This is because some coefficients in the tesseral/sectorial perturbation equation 
have a Wg/n divisor, where Wg is the earth rotation rate and n is satellite mean 
motion. This is typically of 0 (1 0 “ ^). We show the peak along track variation 
due to tesseral/sectorial harmonics in figure (5.3), where the UoSAT- 1 2  orbit is 
assumed [89].
As discussed in section (2.5.2), we incorporate a drag epicycle formulation by 
assuming a constant atmospheric density, which shows the contribution of drag 
to the semimajor axis perturbation is linear in time whereas the epicycle phase 
is quadratic.
The state parameter (or state vector) used is x — [a,^o,riQ, Io,Clo^ao, B]'^ 
where ^0 &nd tjq are given by:
A0^ =  — cos Q 'P  
a
A?7o =  — sin ap  
a
(5.7)
which enables us to avoid trying to determine A /a  and ap  directly for these 
near circular orbits [48]. Iq and flo are the osculating inclination and ascending 
node at an initial ascending equator crossing and q-q is the epicycle phase at the
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Figure 5.3: 24-hour periodic peak along-track variation due to tesserals harmon­
ics.
time when the first measurement is made. B  is the drag parameter described in 
equation (2.30). The measurements (or observation vector) are assumed to be 
z =  [x,y,zY^ where x, y and z are the positional coordinates with respect to the 
ECI frame directly converted from GPS position fix data from the GPS receiver, 
which is with respect to the WGS84 coordinate frame.
We have developed a recursive orbit estimator using the epicycle orbit descrip­
tion and we have used a standard Kalman filter algorithm to design the estimator 
called Epicycle Orbit Determination Kalman Filter (EODKF).
5.4.2 System  Integration
The integration of the control system can be summarised by the block diagram in 
figure (5.4). It comprises the orbit determination system which estimates the epi­
cycle as well as orbital decay rate parameters by using navigation data from the 
GPS receiver. The orbit controller calls for these parameters and calculates the
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Figure 5.4: Autonomous orbit maintenance system for UoSAT-12.
delta-V vector and optimal firing time. The controller feeds back the predicted 
changes in parameters and covariance due to each delta-V to the determination 
system. The commands are sent to the manoeuver implementation system which 
validates them within flight constraints, and communicates with the attitude 
control system (ADCS) in order to turn the spacecraft accordingly to the com­
manded delta-V vector. Finally, if the command is valid, the propulsion system 
(the cold-gas thrusters in our case) is activated to execute the burn.
C language is used to implement all the code. We refer to this integrated 
software as the Surrey Autonomous Orbit Maintenance Software (SAMOS). One 
OBC 386 processor (with floating point co-processor) is available for the software 
execution onboard the spacecraft. The GPS receiver sends data in packets via 
the CAN (Control Area Network) every 10 seconds (re-configurable) to the orbit 
determination and control task. We found tha t it takes less than 0.3 seconds 
for the processing, hence, there should be no problem to run the loop with a 10 
second sampling time.
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Type Name Content
float posjx, pos_y, pos_z GPS position flx in WGS84 in metre
float veLx, veLy, veLz GPS velocity fix in WGS84 in metre/second
long- gps_-\veek GPS week number (modulol024 after roll-over)
long gps_second GPS second
long- gpsmanosecond GPS nanosecond
long leap-second GPS and UTC time offset
unsigned int status GPS receiver health status
Table 5.1: EODKF input packet list.
Type Name Content
float a “mean” semi-major axis in metre
float eo Eccentricity (= 4- i f )
float io Inclination at initial ascending node in degree
float Initial ascending node in degree
float Wq Argument of perigee {= tan~^ ^o/<^ o) in degree
float =  (1 +  iT)ao cto is epicycle phase at the time when the first 
measurement is made in degree
float {r I Q  A) Instantaneous (or osculating) 4 redundant 
coordinates in metre and degree
float Azi Observation residual for each axis in metre
float P Pi = y/Pii where Pa is the diagonal element 
of covariance m atrix in metre and degree
Table 5.2: SAMOS log data format.
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EODKF processes the input packet listed in table (5.1) to estimate the orbit 
and the determination results (including the input packet used) are logged into 
the UoSAT-12 RAM disk every 1 minute. The reason why we also log the input 
packet is to enable us to recover the UoSAT- 1 2  orbit using a ground-based batch 
filter version [61] and to evaluate the performance of our onboard filter. The filter 
is reset every 24 hours in order to produce daily epicycle bulletin elements. The 
log-hle is downloaded to the ground station every day. The log data format is 
listed in table (5.2).
Preliminary tests of the integration of the control system has been performed 
on an orbit control simulator described in section (2.6). We have emulated GPS 
measurements by numerically integrating the satellite orbit using the high pre­
cision Bulirch Stoer integrator [63] with Gaussian noise added. Accuracy and 
speed of the integrator are very important in our long-term orbit maintenance 
simulation. The simulator also allows us to tune both the filter and controller 
parameters for the optimal values. The delta-V firings are emulated by impuls­
ive changes in velocity according to the controller commands while the satellite’s 
position remains unchanged. Again, Gaussian noise is added to simulate the 
attitude and thrust level uncertainties.
Figure (5.5) shows a typical control profile for a one month simulation. In 
figure (5.5(a)), the zonal terms up to J 36 are included in the simulation. A 
constant decay rate of 10 m per day is assumed. The semimajor axis history 
can be obtained by directly converting the orbital energy from the integrator log- 
hle using the relationship a =  —f.L/2S. We can see tha t at the steady state the 
controller can keep and balance the semimajor axis around the reference value 
(drawn by the horizontal line). Figure (5.5(b)) shows the history of the osculating 
semimajor axis when the tesseral and sectorial harmonics are also included in the 
dynamics. It shows the effects of ellipticity of the E arth’s equator which produces 
a half-day periodic variation with approximately ±40m amplitude. These effects, 
however, can be filtered out and only the mean elements are controlled. The delta-
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x-residual (1er) 4.95 metres
y-residual ( la ) 3.28 metres
z-residual ( la ) 5.17 metres
Table 5.3: Standard deviation of observation residual.
V command history is plotted in figure (5.5(c)). There is no delta-V firing until 
the third day of the simulation, simply because the semi-major axis is still above 
the reference value. The first delta-V was commanded on the third day, and it 
took a few more days to settle down. The mean delta-V magnitude reaches a 
steady state of about b.bm m /s  per day with small variation according to orbit 
determination error.
5.4.3 Orbit M aintenance R esu lts
During the actual experiment onboard the UoSAT-12, the controller calls for 
determined epicycle elements every 24 hours. This control frequency was selected 
accordingly to the a priori decay rate estimation (about 10 m per day) and to 
average out the periodic effects from the tesseral and sectorial harmonics. An 
example of the plots of semimajor axis and its covariance between 8-9 April 2000 
is shown in figure (5.6) through the downloaded EODKF log file. We can see big 
excursions of both semimajor axis and covariance at around 3pm. It is due to the 
reset of the filter after the delta-V firing. After 24 hours filtering, the covariance 
(or standard deviation) of the semimajor axis appears to end up around 1 . 2  m 
(Icj) as we can see from the steady state just before 15 hours.
In figure (5.6(b)), the onboard log data of 0 -C  or observation residual on the 
same day is shown. The observation residuals in x, y and z are expressed with 
regard to the ECI coordinate frame. The standard deviation of each axis for this 
plot is summarised in table (5.3).
The small jump during 18-21 hours interval is caused by GPS data outages.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation result of UoSAT-12 autonomous orbit maintenance sys­
tem. (a) Mean semimajor axis history, (b): Osculating semimajor axis, (c): 
Delta-V history.
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Figure 5.6: Plots from SAMOS log file, (a): Convergence of semimajor axis and 
its covariance, (b): Observation residual.
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In spite of these anomalies which often happen due to active work on the GPS 
software, our autonomous control system still managed to keep the satellite at 
the resonance altitude very accurately. Figure (5.7(a)) shows the epicycle radius 
history of UoSAT-12 from this starting epoch until the end of the experiment 27 
days later. The epicycle radius starts from approximately 30m above the resonant 
value. It is shown that the satellite could regulate the orbital radius at the 
resonant value without any support from the ground throughout the experiment. 
Most of the time the epicycle radius remains within 5m of the reference value 
with the RMS error of only 2.6??r. All delta-V commands are in the positive 
along-track direction which is the most effective use of the fuel. The delta-V 
magnitude history is shown in figure (5.7(b)). The mean delta-V during steady 
state is only 3.Qmin/s. W ith its total capacity of about 13m/s, UoSAT-12 can 
maintain itself by using this proposed control system for more than 11 years, even 
during high solar activity periods.
The repeat-groundtrack condition can be proven by the analysis of the im­
ages taken by the spacecraft at different epochs which are separated by the pre­
calculated repeating period. Figure (5.8) and (5.9) show two example images 
of Dallas, Texas, USA which were taken at different epochs exactly 102 orbit 
revolutions apart. Both images are taken by the 32 metre resolution, 4-band 
multi-spectral camera on UoSAT-12 on the 13^ ^^  May 2000 and the 20‘^  ^ May 
2000, respectively.
We can see that the spacecraft revisited exactly the same place within the 
pre-calculated separation period. The images appear largely identical. The dis­
placement between the two scenes is 79 pixels (2600m) across-track and 20 pixels 
(650m) along-track. These small displacements are largely due to pointing errors 
inaccuracies. According to the attitude information from the ADCS log files at 
the times tha t these images were taken, there was a difference of 0.28 degree in 
roll angle and 0.06 degree in pitch angle.
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Figure 5.7: Experimental results from UoSAT-12 autonomous orbit maintenance 
system, (a): Epicycle radius history of UoSAT-12 during the experimentation, 
(b); Delta-V history.
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Figure 5.8: Image of Dallas city, Tx, taken by UoSAT-12 on 13th May, 2000.
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Figure 5.9: Image of Dallas city, Tx, taken by UoSAT-12 on 20th May, 2000
Chapter 6 
Orbit M aintenance o f M ultiple  
Spacecraft
In this section, the orbit control concept will be extended so tha t it can cope not 
only single but multiple satellites in a small satellite mission. The control strategy 
will be investigated by extending the idea of epicycle motion to describe the rel­
ative motion between spacecraft. As it has been proven in the orbit maintenance 
of single satellite, the control algorithm developed based upon the epicycle para­
meters is rather simple to interpret. A trivial computational burden as well as a 
minimised propellant usage delta-V strategy are required by the algorithm. The 
implementation of the control system can be done by using standard components 
with no need for complicated relative position sensing equipment.
6.1 Introduction
Currently, the trend of research on small satellite constellations is focused upon 
practical issues. System automation is believed to play a significant role in future 
constellation operations. Numerous automation strategies have been proposed 
for some particular missions so as to maximise the availability of service to sub­
127
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scribers with reduced operational cost and risk. The position control of large 
numbers of satellites in a constellation, which may impose great complexity, high 
risk and high cost for the mission operation, has also been targeted as the most 
promising candidate for the automation. The challenging problem of formation- 
keeping is how to control large-scale systems by combining the theory of orbital 
transfers and control theory.
Although a considerable body of literature on the properties and design of 
constellations has been published since the early of 1960s, and interest has been 
shown in automating the on-board systems of individual satellites, little appears 
to have been published on the problem of automating the problem of constellation 
orbit control. Among these, Lamy and Pascal [78] pointed out the importance of 
orbit choice and margins to be considered for the formationkeeping. An appro­
priate choice of orbits tha t reduces the differential effects of perturbations can 
simplify formationkeeping. In this work, however, there is no particular emphasis 
on autonomous orbit control. The proposed delta-V strategy depends signific­
antly upon ground-based control.
Glickman [79] developed a time-destination approach (TIDE) to constellation 
formationkeeping in which individual satellite flight path errors are indirectly 
controlled by closing control loops on timing and position errors in reaching a 
series of precomputed equatorial destinations. Calvet et al. [80] studied a simpli­
fied discrete time linear model for describing dynamical behavior of the perturbed 
satellite constellation for a given time interval. The optimal strategy has been 
defined using a two-level decomposition method based on linear programming and 
parametric optimisation. Recent work by Yuri Ulybyshev [81] applied a Linear- 
Quadratic Controller to control a prescribed mean constellation configuration. 
The configuration is represented by a tree digraph. The state variables to be 
controlled are mean along-track displacement of satellites relative to prescribed 
intersatellite spacing and displacements of satellite orbital periods with respect 
to the reference orbit period. Although they are based upon an automatic control
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system design, tightly control requirements, however, can not be met by employ­
ing these proposed strategies as only mean state variables are taken into account 
in the design, and not the instantaneous variables.
A method of autonomous ring formation for planar constellations of satellites 
based on the concept of potential functions was presented by Mdimes, et al. [82]. 
Unlimited forms of constellation configuration may employ this strategy to keep 
a particular formation. A selected artificial potential function will automatically 
form a satellite path constraint, and the control law tries to keep a satellite away 
from high potential positions and settle its position at a desired low potential 
position. It is applicable not only for circular orbits, but also for medium or highly 
eccentric orbit satellite constellations. The criterion for selecting the potential 
function, however, is not defined deterministically. The control solution therefore 
is not unique. Also the control performances including optimality of fuel usage 
cannot be analytically guaranteed by this strategy.
Formationkeeping of two proximity satellites has been studied by several au­
thors. Vassal' and Sherwood [30] and Redding, et al.[83] developed optimal linear- 
quadratic formationkeeping systems for two satellites in a circular orbit. Gust­
afson, et al. [84] has proposed a technique for formationkeeping of one spacecraft 
in a zone fixed relative to another. Kumar and Seywald [85] have solved the same 
problem for an infinite time, fuel optimal control scenario by using the concept 
of hodograph space and differential inclusions. Among these mentioned works, 
the actuators to be used were assumed to be chemical thrusters which provided 
sufficiently high thrust to allow the control to be treated as impulsive changes in 
velocity. The navigation and guidance systems were based upon the classic work 
done by Clohessy and Wiltshire [86]. Clearly, the limitation of these mentioned 
works is the lagging of control accuracy in a non-linear application, which is the 
nature of orbital dynamics, as their controller design method is based upon a 
linearised two-body model. Long-term control accuracy cannot be guaranteed, 
and the applications for the orbits above a particular range of eccentricity are
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impossible.
Some extended works have been proposed in order to use atmospheric drag 
as a free propellant source. Leonard, et al. [66] examined the feasibility of using 
the differential drag between two spacecraft in LEO as a means of controlling 
their relative positions. The formationkeeping problem has been formulated as 
the simultaneous solution of a double integrator and double harmonic oscillator. 
Mathews and Leszkiewicz [64] proposed a procedure for maintaining two or more 
spacecraft relative positions with consideration of ballistic coefficient control. The 
common limitation of these control systems is the same as those stated above.
6.2 R elative P osition  Control
6.2.1 Form ationkeeping C ontrol Schem es
There are two principal formationkeeping trade-offs involved in constellation 
maintenance: whether to maintain the system altitude or to allow the constel­
lation to slowly fall to lower altitude due to atmospheric drag, and whether to 
maintain an absolute pattern in space or only the relative locations of all the 
satellites.
Allowing the system to fall reduces the propellant requirement in the short 
term. Replacement satellites would be launched to a lower altitude. However, 
drag would continually increase as the altitude decreases and coverage holes would 
begin to appear or grow as the altitude continues to decrease. Maintaining the 
altitude of the constellation is the only way to give the system long term viability 
without having performance degradation with time [90]. The remaining principal 
trade-off is whether to maintain each satellite independently of the others or 
maintain only the relative locations of all satellites.
In absolute formationkeeping each satellite is kept in a box centred on a 
nominal position, affected only by mean perturbations. As phasing with other
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Figure 6.1: Absolute formationkeeping scheme.
satellites must be controlled, the mean movement must be the same for all the 
satellites of the constellation. Generally, absolute stationkeeping is based upon 
control of the equator crossing position and altitude of the ascending node [4]. 
Inclination may be controlled if necessary. In this way the theoretical trajectories 
would be defined for each satellite throughout the mission life time. Mathematical 
boxes are assigned for each satellite in a constellation, and the control system for 
each orbital ring and for each satellite is independent of, and a duplicate of the 
others, as shown in figure (6.1).
On the other hand, the purpose of a relative stationkeeping strategy is to 
control each satellite with respect to each other to form a mean constellation 
[78]. The orbit of each satellite in the mean constellation should be similar, such 
as those in Walker constellations for global coverage, where all satellites are in 
near-circular orbits with the same orbital radius and inclination. Also, an instant­
aneous mean constellation should be the closest one to all the satellites’ actual
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Figure 6.2: Epicycle orbit relative to reference orbit.
positions, so that the maneuver cost can be minimised. The idea of relative form­
ationkeeping is to take advantage of the global effects of perturbations, because 
the same variations of altitude, node longitude, and phases are felt by all mem­
bers of the constellation. They do not, therefore, need to be corrected. However, 
it needs to be ensured tha t the orbital configuration of the constellation always 
meets the mission’s requirements. In practice, there is an inherent complexity to 
relative stationkeeping because each satellite must know not only its own orbit, 
but also that of other satellites relative to itself. This may represent both high 
operational costs and a very complex formationkeeping logic, with the potential 
danger of breaks in coverage, or other problems associated with the failure of a 
complex, interacting system [76].
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Figure 6.3: Relative natural motion modes.
6.2.2 R elative M otion  D escrip tion  V ia  E picycle P aram et­
ers
When a satellite is orbiting close to a target in an orbit in the same orbital 
plane, we assume that both the satellite and the target experience the same 
gravitational perturbations. The target could be either another satellite or a 
defined mathematical point. If the orbit of the target (the reference orbit) is 
circular, we can modify the epicycle equations (2.27) to describe the in-plane 
motion between the satellite relative to the target as:
6 r = 5a — A  cos (a  — ap)  
2 AÔX = (5Ao +  5nt H (sin(a -  a-p) -F sin ap)
a
(6 .1)
where 5a and 5n are the differences in epicycle radius and mean motion between 
the orbits, a  is the orbital phase in the reference orbit, ap  is the phase at perigee
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Figure 6.4: The symmetry of an epicycle orbit around the major axis.
passage, A  is the epicycle amplitude and <5Ao is the initial relative phase dis­
placement. Figure (6.2) shows the geometry of the epicycle orbit relative to the 
reference orbit.
Four different modes of natural motion are shown in figure (6.3). The differ­
ences in mean radius and epicycle amplitude are key factors to define the motion 
mode. We can see that a small diflPerence in mean radius can cause a secular drift 
in the along-track direction. A control strategy therefore is required to keep the 
satellite at the target.
6.2.3 C ontrol S trategy
6.2.3.1 In-orbit P hase C orrection
If the satellite is orbiting exactly in the reference orbit but there is a relative phase 
displacement between the satellite and the target, a phase correction manoeuvre 
can be performed by applying at least 2 delta-V firings: the first is to place the 
satellite into a transfer orbit, and the second is to bring the satellite back to its 
reference orbit when the satellite has met its target.
When a small delta-V vector is applied at any point on a circular orbit, an
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epicycle orbit will be formed and the epicycle parameters, which are approximated 
around the reference orbit, can be obtained from equations (2.34) and (2.35):
ôa = Hr (6 .2)
A  sin ap  =  
A cosap =
A K
Ur
214
n,.
(6.3)
where n,. is the mean motion of the reference orbit. The departure and arrival 
points from and back to the circular orbit are symmetric around the major axis 
of the epicycle orbit as shown in figure (6.4). Hence the departure phase can be 
found as: aj. =  —ap, and, from equation (6.3), we obtain:
AWtan ad =
The arrival phase, a^, can be obtained as:
2AW
(6.4)
a'a =  27t -  ad (6.5)
The corresponding time of flight, Ttoj, from the departure to arrival point is:
'^tof — û-'a — Cl'd (6 .6)
where is the mean motion of the epicycle orbit which can be approximated as: 
hence.
f  (6.8)
I 1 -  -  —2* Q/y*
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From equations (6.2) and (6.4), we obtain:
2ar (tt 4- tan ------- )
2AW , ,Ttof = - (6.9)
üj-rir — 3A14
The azimuthal equation (6.1) can be re-formulated for this problem as:
2AôXrea =  ^"riTtof +  —  (sin Q'a -  siii aA  (6.10)
where 5\req is the relative phase displacement to be corrected. We can substitute
each variable in equation (6.10) in terms of delta-V, and approximate to first
order of AW/uj-n^:
'  A K  AIT + taji ^
y Uj. n,. J
4AW
Cl>j' llpj'
(6 .11)
\  2A14 j
A plot of the change in relative phase as a function of delta-V is shown in 
figure (6.5(a)). The corresponding time of flight of the satellite in the transfer 
orbit is also shown in figure (6.5(b)). We can see tha t there are infinite solutions 
for the delta-V vector to achieve a relative phase separation. The along-track 
delta-V, however, is more effective than the radial delta-V. W ith the same ^A,-eq, 
from equation (6.11), we require a delta-V for a purely radial firing 4.7 times 
larger than purely along-track firing:
=  T
Applying only the along-track delta-V in an orbit transfer minimises the delta-V 
requirement. It, however, requires the longest time of flight, as shown in figure 
(6.5(b)).
Note that the discontinuities in figures (6.5(a)) and (6.5(b)) happen between 
positive and negative radial delta-V quadrants which shows whether it is the 
long-way or short-way correction (i.e. negative or positive flight path angle) as 
depicted in figure (6.6).
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Figure 6.5: In orbit phase correction, (a): D elta-\' requirement vs initial phase 
displacement., (b) DeIta-\' requirement vs time of flight.
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transfer orbit
Figure 6.6: Long-way and short-way transfer trajectories.
6.2.3.2 Dual-firing Strategy
When the initial relative phase separation between the satellite and target is 
relatively large, we may not be able to complete a phase correction within one 
orbital period by using only a small delta-V. Instead, we will need to apply 
a delta-V to place the satellite into a transfer orbit, and let the satellite drift 
towards the target. Several orbital periods may be required for the satellite to
rendezvous. The second delta-V firing is then required to stop the drift and bring
the satellite back to its reference orbit.
If the satellite’s initial along-track separation is ^Aq, the initial drift rate {6 Xi) 
required for bringing the satellite to rendezvous the target within a given time r  
can be calculated from:
5\i  -  —  (6.13)T
From equation (6.1), the mean drift rate in the along-track motion is:
JÀ =  ôn (6.14)
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We therefore require a change in mean motion, A?%, from the initial value ôui in 
order to obtain the desired drift rate in equation (6.13);
ôrii +  A n =  (6.15)r
The required delta-V to make such a change is approximated to first order as;
3 Ur SAVeA n  = ------An — - (6.16)
2 Qjj' Giy
If we substitute equation (6.16) into equation (6.15), we obtain the delta-V re­
quirement for the first firing (AVpi) to bring the satellite towards the target as:
CLr ()AoAI"^! =  [ôni  ) (6.17)
3 r
The second delta-V is required to stop the drift when the satellite reaches the 
target. The delta-V required in the second firing, AVo2 , is:
n,' CL'f' Ô AqAVq2 = --- ôuf — - (6.18)
3 3 T
where 6 u f  is the differential mean motion before the second firing commences, 
which is controlled by the first firing.
Note tha t the updated epicycle amplitude is a function of the phase at the 
firing. The change in eccentricity tends to be a maximum if the firing is under­
taken at perigee, whilst the orbit tends to be circularised if the firing takes place 
at apogee. Therefore we can choose the firing position at the apogee or perigee 
in order to control the eccentricity.
Figure (6.7(a)) demonstrates the control performance of the dual-firing strategy
In the simulation, the satellite is assumed to start from the origin. The initial
difference in epicycle radius between the satellite and the target (see the values of 
the parameters used in the simulation shown at the header of the graph) causes 
the spacecraft to drift to the right of the target. In this demonstration, we allow
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a maximum relative phase separation to 0.05 deg. The first firing is applied at 
the apogee after 3 orbital periods before the satellite reaches the control window 
limitation. The relative motion is now controlled so that the spacecraft drifts 
back to rendezvous with the target 7 orbital periods after the first firing. The 
second firing is then applied at rendezvous to stop the drift. The radial and 
along-track motions are shown separately in figure (6.7(b)) and (6.7(c)). The 
case when the eccentricity of the satellite’s orbit is not completely nullified is also 
shown in figure (6.8). We can see that after the second firing the mean in-track 
drift is stopped. However, the satellite appears to move around the target which 
is marked by the small epicycle around the origin.
6.2.3.3 Drag Strategy
According to King Hele [3], the decay rate of a circular orbit due to atmospheric 
drag is (assuming a spherical Earth):
da  27T ^ A ^ C o a J  pra / exp{P{ar -  a)} (6.19)
dt Tr
where p is the density of the ambient air, A is a reference area, frequently chosen 
as the cross-sectional area of the object perpendicular to the direction of motion, 
m  is mass of the spacecraft, Cjj is the drag coefficient, T  is the orbital period and 
p  =  1 / H  where 77 is a constant called the density scale height The subscripts r 
denote the value at the reference altitude.
In the region around the reference altitude, we approximate the air density 
to be uniform throughout the control region. The decay rate then becomes:
da— =  —Dy/oP\/a (6.20)
dt
2 tt Awhere D = — (—)C£ia,.p,.. 
Tr m
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Figure 6.7: Diiai-firing Control Strategy Performance, (a): In-plane motion, (b): 
Radial motion, (c): Along-track motion.
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Figure 6.8: Small elliptic motion due to residual epicycle amplitude after dual­
firing control.
For energy minimisation in terms of the total propellant expenditure over an 
operational period, it is possible to use the single-firing strategy to overcome the 
effects of drag. As shown in figure (6.9), a delta-V will be applied a t the edge 
of the control box (cr) to raise the orbital altitude, which thereafter tends to be 
lowered by atmospheric drag. The relative motion trajectory of the spacecraft 
can be forced, with the effects of drag, to move pass the target point and come 
back to reach the same edge again but in the opposite drift direction. Only one 
firing is needed to repeat a control cycle in this strategy. The required delta-V per 
cycle and the firing frequency depend upon the deadband limitation a and the 
orbital decay rate due to the effects of drag as will be analysed in what follows.
From equation (6.14), the averaged in-track drift rate is equal to the deviation 
in mean motion:
5X = ôn = n — Ur
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Figure 6.9: Phase-plane diagram of single-firing strategy
which can be rewritten as;
d(6A) =
Integrating both side yields:
\
da
6 X — 5Aq H---------------1----------
Dy/àrÇ^ Dy/hr
where (  =  y / a .  At the turning point c^ A =  0 and (  =  Cr, hence, the in-track 
equation becomes:
Dy/E^-C
If we introduce the state x =  C/Cr, the state at 5X = a, then we can solve for x 
from the rearranged equation:
I) (6 .21)
-  (3 +  5)3;  ^+  1 =  0 (6 .22)
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where 5 = aD/ur^ Only two positive real roots (which represent the initial and 
final orbit altitudes of one control cycle) are required. Note tha t ô is very small 
compared to 1. Therefore the desired roots must be close to 1. Solving equation 
(6.22) in the region of x = we obtain the desired initial and final states, Xi and
Xf l
\/3
V s - k / s
x/3
= -13-
(6.23)
Vs +  Vs
The delta-V required to transfer the satellite from the final state of the present 
cycle to the initial state of the next cycle can be obtained as:
A V  =  - U f { a i  -  a j )  -  -  J  —2 2 V
or, as a function of 6 ,
A V  =  2VVS {Vs + Vs) (6.24){Vs -  Vs f
where V  is the circular velocity of the reference orbit. The control cycle period 
P  can be obtained by integrating equation (6.20):
2 2P  =  (a/ÔÏ — y/CLf)  =  — { X i  — X f )
Dy/a^- D
or
P = 4 VSS (6.25)
D (3 -  Æ)
Introducing a cost function J  for the single-firing strategy as the ratio of 
delta-V per cycle to the cycle period:
AVJ  = P (6.26)
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Figure 6.10: Cost per cycle as a function of in-track deadband limitation.
we then obtain:
I D V
2 V s
(Vs +  \/5)^ (6.27). (\/3  +  VS) .
The graphs in figure (6.10) show the required delta-V per cycle, the firing 
frequency and the cost function per cycle as functions of a. We can see that the 
wider the deadband <j, the larger the required delta-V and the lower the firing 
frequency we require. The cost per cycle, which can be used as an performance 
index of the strategy, is growing as a becomes larger. Therefore, the optimal way 
to minimise the propellant usage is to fire the thruster continuously to overcome 
the effects of drag. Note that the initial and final states tend to be symmetric 
around the reference state if the decay rate is not so fast. From equation (6.27), 
when Ô is small compared to 3, the delta-V per period, cycle period and cost 
function equations can be approximated as:
AV =  2V\JaD/2>ny (6.28)
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P  = —yJaD/Zur (6.29)
D
1J  =  - D V  (6.30)
2
which show that the cost function is independent to u. This is also shown in 
the graph in figure (6.10) where the mean decay rate of 10m day around 650 km 
altitude is assumed. We can see tha t the cost function hardly changes when a 
increases.
The control performance of the proposed single-firing strategy is shown in 
figure (6.11). A reference orbit with 650A:m altitude and the in-track displacement 
limitation a =  10Aim are given. A decay rate of 10m per day is assumed which 
corresponds to the estimated value during high solar activity at the operational 
altitude. The in-plane motion during one control cycle is shown in figure (6.11(a)), 
and the radial and along-track motions are shown in figure (6.11(b)) and (6.11(c)), 
respectively.
It is shown that the relative position can be controlled by using this simple 
control algorithm, for which a minimal propellant usage can be achieved to over­
come the effects of atmospheric drag. The computational requirement for the 
controller is trivial. The strategy can be directly applied to the formationkeeping 
of satellite constellations where multiple spacecraft are involved. Reference tar­
gets, which can be either another satellite or a fictitious point in the orbit, can be 
assigned for each satellite in the system. The satellites are then controlled with 
respect to their own target independently from other satellites.
6.3 Control o f SN A P-1 and TSIN G H U A -1
An example application of the proposed control strategy is demonstrated through 
the SNAP-l/TSINGHUA-1 rendezvous experimentation. The mission objective
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Figure 6.11: Single-firing control strategy performance, (a): In-plane motion, 
(b): Radial motion, (c) Along-track motion.
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Figure 6.12: Rendezvous scenario for SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1. (a) Difference 
in mean radius between the spacecraft as a function of rendezvous period, (b) 
Delta-V requirement as a function of rendezvous period.
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Figure 6.13: Semimajor axis history of SNAP-1 and TSINGHUA-1 during the 
firing period.
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Figure 6.14; The semimajor axis history of SNAP-1.
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Figure 6.15: The predicted vs real relative phase separation between SNAP-1 and 
TSINGHUA-1 since the 1®* November, 2000.
and the orbit deployment phase have been discussed in section (3.4).
After separation from the launch vehicle, the SNAP-l’s semimajor axis was 
1.6 km lower than TSINGHUA-1. It took about 50 days for the platform com­
missioning phase before the spacecraft was ready to manoeuvre. That caused the 
difference in semimajor axis to grow to 1.8 km due to the differential drag (the 
ballistic coefficient of SNAP-1 is approximately 3 times smaller than TSINGHUA- 
1). The orbital phase of SNAP-1 was leading TSINGHUA-1 approximately 25 
minutes on the 18^ '^' August, 2000. We therefore required to raise the orbital 
radius of SNAP-1 up above TSINGHUA-1, in order to bring the satellite back to 
rendezvous again.
Figure (6.12) shows the delta-V requirement as a function of rendezvous 
period; figure (6.12(a)) shows the difference in mean radius required from the 
first firing, and the remaining differential radius before the second firing; figure 
(6.12(b)) shows the corresponding delta-V requirement for each firing as well as
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total delta-V. The estimated differential decay rate was 5m per day. We can see 
tha t at the rendezvous period of about 180 days, we need only a single firing 
for raising the SNAP-l’s orbital radius up above TSINGHUA-1, and, while i t ’s 
drifting towards TSINGHUA-1, the differential drag will bring the radius of the 
spacecraft to correspond at rendezvous. A dual-firing strategy is necessary when 
a required rendezvous period is shorter than 180 days, because there is still a 
drift rate at rendezvous, and the second firing is required to stop the drift. The 
total delta-V required for dual-firing is larger than for the single-firing strategy, 
and varies with the required rendezvous period. A rendezvous period of longer 
than 180 days is not possible, because the radius of SNAP-1 will become lower 
than TSINGHUA-1 before they rendezvous, and will start to move apart from 
TSINGHUA-1 again. A range of rendezvous period between 45-180 days is suit­
able within the capacity of the propulsion system, which is expected to provide 
a total delta-V of 3m/s.
In the experimentation, we initially selected a rendezvous period of two months 
from the epoch. We then required to place SNAP-1 at an altitude of about 1.5 
km above TSINGHUA-1. We would need to commence the second delta-V firing 
when the satellites rendezvous, because there would be a remaining differential 
radius of about 1.2 km. A total delta-V of 2.5 m /s is required for the whole 
process. Figure (6.13) shows the semimajor axis history determined by using 
the data from onboard GPS of both spacecraft during the first firing. Due to 
the maximum delta-V limitation for each firing, the onboard thruster was pro­
grammed to perform a small burn every 3 orbits, and it took 25 days to achieve 
the first requirement in differential mean radius.
The actual differential decay rate, however, has been larger than we expec­
ted after the first manoeuvre (up to 10m per day in some days). That caused 
SNAP-1 to drift towards TSINGHUA-1 more slowly than expected. We applied 
another delta-V firing to compensate for this decay. Unfortunately, the propel­
lant was depleted during this second manoeuvre (see the semimajor axis history
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of SNAP-1 in figure (6.14)). In order to keep the spacecraft moving towards 
rendezvous without further delta-V, we have been trying to control the attitude 
of the spacecraft in such a way tha t the differential cross-sectional area, hence 
the differential decay rate, is minimised. In figure (6.15), we show the predicted 
relative phase trajectories starting from the 1®^ November, 2000 at a range of 
differential decay rate between 6m per day and 7m per day. We also show the 
real separation determined from the GPS data. The spacecraft are expected to 
rendezvous at the end of February 2001.
6.4 R elative Position  Control U sing A tm ospheric  
Drag
In the previous sections, we discussed the control against atmospheric drag, where 
we take it into account as a source disturbance to our control system. It is 
possible, if the satellite orbit is low enough, for atmospheric drag to be utilised 
as a free propellant source. The control system, however, has to respond quickly 
enough to the variation of drag. A kind of analogue actuator operating in a 
closed-loop control system will be required for such a high frequency system.
In this section, we investigate the possibility of enhancing the capability of a 
microsatellite system by having multiple spacecraft coordinating together with a 
particular relative formation. Atmospheric drag is used for the formationkeeping 
to reduce mass and cost.
6.4.1 In trodu ction
There are several factors tha t cause the air density to change in time, making the 
deceleration hard to predict. Much work has been done to model the atmospheric 
density with varying degrees of success. Time-varying empirical models, like the 
Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSIS) [67] and the Jacchia [68] mod-
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Figure 6.16: Constellation formations.
els, present the most complete data, but are computationally expensive. Static 
models, (e.g. Harris-Priester model [69]) average several predominant variations 
and are computational efficient. Unfortunately, even the best models may give 
density errors of up to 50%.
Previous studies such as references [64, 65, 66] have used drag to control the 
relative motion between 2 satellites. These models are, however, restricted to 
the assumption that the drag is static and all spacecraft in the constellation 
experience the same density.
The control system proposed here adaptively counters the variable drag ef­
fect and makes no assumption of a density model. Three possible formations 
are considered (see figure (6.16)) - the satellites separated in phase (stationary 
formation) or have an altitude separation (dynamic formation), or maintain a 
periodic variation formation.
In stationary formation (figure (6.16a)), both spacecraft are at the same alti-
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tilde, and their in-track separation is kept constant at all time. On the other 
hand, there are both radial and in-track separations in dynamic formation (figure 
(6.16b)). However, this formation is unstable. A force along the radial direction 
is required for formationkeeping. This formation can be used in manoeuvring 
the satellite towards a particular relative position within a specified time, or it 
can be used during the constellation acquisition phase, in which the constella­
tion is brought back to a stable formation after the targeted separation has been 
achieved. In the periodic variation formation (figure (6.16c)), the sign of dif­
ferential drag is changing periodically, and the spacecraft appear to fly around 
one another with a particular period and maximum amplitude in the radial and 
in-track separations.
Viewing from the ground, the spacecraft ground-track would change dynam­
ically due to the effects of absolute drag, but their relative ground-track appears 
to chase each other at all times.
6.4.2 M aking U se of A tm ospheric D rag
To use drag for control, the operational altitude must be low enough so that 
the induced force can satisfy the control requirements, and high enough for the 
mission to last for a desired lifetime.
The strength of the drag deceleration can be varied by changing the spacecraft 
ballistic coefficient through the cross-sectional area, as shown by the classical drag 
equation:
where B e  =  m /C o A  is the ballistic coefficient, p is the density of the ambient air, 
Cd is the drag coefficient, m  is the spacecraft’s mass, A  is the cross-sectional area 
of the spacecraft perpendicular to the direction of motion, and v  is the velocity 
of the spacecraft relative to the ambient air.
According to reference [3], the decay in semimajor axis due to atmospheric
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drag of a satellite in circular orbit is:
à = (6.32)
where p  is the gravitational parameter. The differential decay, ir, between two 
spacecraft becomes:
X — ~  ~  (6.33)
where the subscript r  denotes the reference spacecraft.
If we assume that p — pr and the spacecraft have an identical Cd and mass, 
the equation can then be rearranged as:
m xPr\/â/ = ------- (6.34)
yJT^ C d {Ix F)Auiiji
where /Imin is the minimum cross-sectional area, n is the maximum to minimum 
cross-sectional area ratio.
From equation (6.34) we estimate the maximum allowable altitude for a decay 
rate of 100m per day for a micro-satellite with m  =  50A: .^, A^in — OAirP and 
CjT) =  2.2. In figure (6.17) we show the decay in altitude as functions of time 
when different values n  are used. Empirical drag density data during high solar 
activity [4] are used in the estimation.
We select the initial altitude of 6 5 0 and =  5 for the demonstration which
will be shown in the next section. For our satellites we assume 2 panels, each of
twice the satellite face area, which can be rotated in the orbital plane from edge 
on to face on as depicted in figure (6.18).
6.4.3 C ontrol S ystem  D esign
In this section, we investigate the control system architecture and algorithm 
for controlling the relative motion of two satellites. The control system must 
be robust mainly against the variations of atmospheric density which are very
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Figure 6.18: Enhanced micro-satellite.
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uncertain. An autonomous closed-loop control system is required, because a 
control action must respond quickly enough to the highly variable environment. 
The system controller, therefore, has to control the satellite’s relative position 
within a required accuracy by using a minimised mission resource. Our proposed 
control system is shown in figure (6.19)
The mission planner generates reference relative state trajectories, and, at the 
same time, sends a command to adjust the angle of the drag panels according 
to the required force. This command is based upon an open-loop calculation 
and the atmospheric density data received from the onboard atmospheric model. 
The atmospheric model may require some absolute data for each spacecraft, i.e. 
altitude, latitude, longitude and time for the density prediction. Any errors 
occurring between the determined relative states and reference states are detected 
by the feedback controller. The correcting signal is then calculated and sent back 
to the mission planner. An adaptive mechanism is used in the adjustment of
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the cross-sectional areas of both satellites to correct the signal received, from 
the feedback controller. This represents the error in the predicted atmospheric 
density.
6.4.3.1 C oordinate System
A rotating coordinate system is used to describe the motion of one spacecraft 
relative to another in a constellation system. The origin of the coordinates is 
fixed at the centre of mass of one spacecraft, the reference spacecraft. This frame
is therefore rotating with the orbital rate of the reference spacecraft. The x-
coordinate points along the radial direction, the y-coordinate along the orbital 
velocity direction and the z-coordinate along the orbital angular momentum vec­
tor.
6.4.3.2 Trajectory Planner D esign
The mission planner is required to generate reference state trajectories according 
to the desired formation profile, as well as generate a reference control command 
to the actuator.
From equation (6.33), the relative decay rate between spacecraft due to the 
differential drag is:
X =  — ~  (6.35)
The relative in-track separation rate between satellites in two circular orbits is:
i/ = ar{n — nr) (6.36)
In general, the relative radial separation is small compared to the orbital radius. 
The in-plane motion can then be approximated as:
CD
X  —  y
m
XpA{l -\-------) — PrA,
2 a , .
(6.37)
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(G.38)
When a constant relative decay between spacecraft is required à =  D, the 
cross-sectional area of the controlled spacecraft can be found immediately from 
equation (6.37):
A =
p ( l  - f  x / 2 a r )
mD 4- PrAj. (6.39)
C£) yjpCLf
The other in-plane states can be found by integrating equation (6.37) and (6.38):
X =  Dt-\- ruo
i) — — rir{Dt 4- 2:0)
2
3 1y =  — nr{—D t  4- xq£) 4- ?/o 
2 2
(6.40)
(6.41)
(6.42)
These state and control solutions are fed as the references to the feedback loop. 
The control command could be adapted when any error between the reference 
and determined states is detected.
We wish to keep the cross-track motion rates to be zero or a small con­
stant for our application. The orbital inclinations are selected to be identical for 
both spacecraft to stop secular drift in the right ascension of ascending node, 
n , between spacecraft. The cross-track motion is then caused only by radial 
separation as:
21
i  =  — J 2 y ^ R l  COS / a , ,  ^ ' ^ x
4
(6.43)
where is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth. From equation (6.38) and 
(6.43) we obtain:
7—  J 2
2 \ /
COS I  il (6.44)
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It is shown that the time scale for the cross-track drift caused by the radial 
separation is about an order of 10  ^ longer than tha t of the in-track drift, and it 
is reasonable to leave the cross-track motion uncontrolled.
6.4-3.3 Feedback Controller D esign
A closed-loop controller is required for controlling the spacecraft to maintain the 
relative state trajectories commanded by the mission planner. The system has 
to perform well in spite of the model error and disturbances. The motion of 
one satellite relative to another in near circular orbit can be described by the 
linearised equations of relative motion derived by Hill (also known as Clohessey- 
Wiltshire equations) [86] (see Appendix A). In our control system, however, drag 
is the only available control force which acts along the in-track direction. The 
in-plane motion can therefore be written in a state space form as:
' 2 '
il
—
. ÿ .
0
0
0 0
0 2 Ur
0 1
0 —271,. 0 0
X 0
X 0
y 0
.  ÿ J 1
fy (6.45)
A linear quadratic controller design technique can be employed for the compu­
tation of an optimal feedback gain matrix. For a control system using an onboard 
computer, a discrete quadratic cost function is used so that the state error and 
control acceleration can be minimised. The cost function for our controller is:
(6.46)
where is state error vector and is the control acceleration at sampling time 
k. Q and R  are weighting constants. The discrete version of the in-plane motion
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is;
^k+l ^k
^k+l = 0 Xk
Vk+l Vk
ilk+1 .  .
+ (6.47)
where the state transition matrix, and control matrix, 4/, are obtained from the 
solutions of equation (6.45) (see Appendix A) with time replaced by the sampling 
period, T:
1 2 ^4 — 3 cos 71,. T  — sin 71,. T  0 — (1 — cos 7i,.T)
Ur 71,.
$  = 371,. sin 71,.T cos 71,. T  0 2 sin 7i,.T
and
2  ^ 46 sin 71,.T — 671,.T — (1 — cos 7i,.T) 1 — sin7vT — 3T
67i ,.(cos7v T  — 1) —2 sin 71,.T  0 4 cos 7i,.T — 3
2 2— T  — — sin 71,. T"
71,. nl
2
(6.48)
(1 — cos 71,. T)
71,
4 3— (l — cos 71,. T) — —T^ 
2Ti!
sin 71,. T  — 3T
71,.
(6.49)
Once a sampling period is selected, the optimal controller gain matrix can be 
obtained by solving the Riccatti equation.
6 .4.3.4 A daptive R ule for T he C ross-sectional Area A djustm ent
The correction acceleration from the feedback controller mainly represents the 
atmospheric model error, and it is intended tha t this is driven toward zero. A
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simple cost fimction may be introduced for the drag panels adaptation as:
(6.50)
2
where fc is the control acceleration. In order to force this cost function toward 
zero, the changing rates of the control parameters are set to be proportional to 
the negative gradient of the cost function. The adaptation rule then becomes:
=  - K i f c — (6.51)
where 9i is the control parameter and Ki is the adaptive gain. As an extra precau­
tion we also introduce a saturation to guarantee that the parameter adjustment 
rate is always below a given limit. The following adjustment rule is then obtained:
%
6 i  —  K i s a t { f c  , P ) (6.52)
where
sat{x, P) =
From equation (6.37),
1 1 jiCo
f c  — Tl-fX —
2 2 ?7îa,.
~P X  < —P
X  |æ| <  p
P X >  P
XpA {\ H ) — p^Ar
2a,.
(6.53)
Its gradients are:
% 1 fiCo X(1 -I )
2 maj. 2ür
and
(6.54)
(6.55)
 = ----------- (6.55)
 ^ 86,. 2 mar
\vhere 9 = pA  and 9j. = PrAr . Care must be taken in the choice of K  which must 
be small enough to ensure the stability of the control system.
dfc 1 p.Co
2 ma,.
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6.4.4 C ontrol Perform ance V erification
For the simulation we have used the averaged drag model [4] for drag reference. 
This is encoded as a table varying with altitude. More complex models can be 
encoded, but we demonstrate here tha t this average model with the proposed 
control system is accurate enough for the control requirements.
The constellation of a pair of satellites in sun-synchronous, 650A;??r initial 
altitude, circular orbits is selected for the demonstration. The space environment 
during high solar activity is assumed. The model error according to day-night 
variations, 27-day variations as well as random variations of 2fj are generated and 
applied to the control system.
In figure (6.20), a stationary formation is simulated. Two spacecraft maintain 
their relative in-track separation of 100 km. The errors can be kept within ±5m  
for one month operation. The variations of the cross-sectional areas of both 
spacecraft are also shown in figure (6.21(b)). The nominal area is initially set at 
the mean value for both spacecraft so tha t the control action can be carried out 
smoothly when the sign of the control differential drag changes.
A targeted separation manoeuvre is demonstrated in figure (6.21). Starting 
from an initial separation, the spacecraft is controlled by a constant decay to 
reach targeted radial and in-track separations. The cross-sectional area of the 
reference spacecraft is kept at its minimum value, whereas that of the chasing 
satellite is varying to react to model errors. It is shown that the panel adjustment 
mainly handle the day-night variations. It is also shown that the control system 
is robust against saturation in cross-sectional area.
In the last scenario, we demonstrate the periodic variation formation. The 
motion is started with a radial separation between spacecraft. By applying a 
constant differential drag, the satellite in higher altitude is brought down, and the 
in-track separation moves in the negative direction. The in-track drift vanishes 
when both spacecraft have the same altitudes, and it starts to move forward when
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the chasing spacecraft becomes lower in altitude than the reference spacecraft. 
The motion completes its half cycle when the radial separation is equal to its 
initial value but of opposite sign. The differential drag is then switched in sign 
to control the motion in the opposite direction, and completes one cycle. The 
chasing spacecraft appears to fly around the reference spacecraft as shown in 
figure (6.22(a)). The variations and switching of the cross-sectional areas of both 
spacecraft are shown in figure (6.22(b)).
From the simulation results, it is shown th a t use of atmospheric drag to control 
the relative motion between spacecraft in low earth orbit is possible by using 
an autonomous control system. A simple drag model can be used onboard the 
spacecraft, and the controller can adaptively adjust the spacecraft cross-sectional 
areas according to the actual atmospheric density. This technique can benefit 
a low-cost enhanced small-satellite system as a coordinated formation between 
satellites can be achieved without the need of any propulsion system. Reasonable- 
size variable drag panels can be added to a standard micro-satellite platform to 
be used as an orbit control actuator. Both absolute and relative states for the 
satellites may be determined from the signals received by onboard GPS receivers.
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Figure 6.20: Stationary formation control performance, (a): In-plane motion,
(b): Cross-sectional areas variations.
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Figure 6.21: Dynamic formation control performance, (a): In-plane motion, (b):
Cross-sectional areas variations.
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Figure 6.22: Periodic variation formation control performance, (a): In-plane
motion, (b): Cross-sectional areas variations.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
111 this chapter, we shall draw conclusions from all the work presented in this 
thesis. The summary of each chapter will be given. A discussion on the re­
search achievements is then given. Finally, potential further developments in this 
research area are proposed.
7.1 Research Sum m ary
In this thesis, we have presented various forms of the solutions of the epicycle 
motion which have allowed us to treat each control problem according to the 
control requirements, nature of perturbations, control time scales and available 
resources. Although applied in different manners, the optimal low-thrust control 
scheme is a common aim for all control problems investigated here, as we mainly 
focus upon applications for low cost small satellites in low Earth orbit.
Following the general introduction and problem statement in chapter I, the 
orbital dynamics is described in chapter 2. The emphasis is on the analytical 
solutions of motion described by epicycle parameters, which are used as the fun­
damentals for the orbit control system design in this thesis.
The orbit deployment and acquisition phases are discussed in chapter 3. An
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innovative orbital motion under continuous thrust program is developed [72] to 
explain the relative motion between satellites during the phase acquisition man­
oeuvre. The equations are derived in polar coordinates where the osculating 
elements during manoeuvring are explicitly shown. This provides a useful tool 
for the optimal manoeuving design both when the minimal delta-V and the or­
bital shape preservation are concerned. The solutions of natural motion (without 
thrust) can be directly applied for the collision analysis during transient mo­
tion after the separation from the launch vehicle where the initial conditions 
of each satellite are assigned by the characteristics of separation springs. It is 
shown tha t collisions between satellite and the launcher, and satellite and other 
satellites that are launched from the same vehicle can theoretically occur and 
the dynamics is quite complex. Understanding the separation dynamics enables 
us to plan collision-free orbit deployment strategies for satellite constellations. 
Two example applications are given: the phase acquisition of the E-SAT small- 
satellite constellation and the deployment of SNAP-I and TSINGHUA-I for a 
close formation hying demonstration.
In chapter 4, the orbit control problems under perturbations are discussed. 
The orbit manoeuvre towards the specialist orbits, namely repeat-groundtrack 
and frozen orbits are particularly investigated, because these two types of or­
bit are commonly used by LEO satellites especially those for Earth observation 
objectives. The innovative analysis methods of the orbital dynamics enable the 
resonant as well as frozen conditions to be determined precisely, as arbitrary 
numbers of terms in the geopotential harmonics, as well as second order effects, 
can be included in the analysis based upon the epicycle description. Optimal 
control strategies are proposed for manoeuvring small satellites from arbitrary 
conditions towards these special conditions [70, 71, 74, 75] by using their lim­
ited propulsion capabilities. Both simulation and practical demonstration results 
from UoSAT-12 have confirmed the high performance of these proposed control 
strategies.
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An orbit maintenance strategy is described in chapter 5. A closed loop control 
system is proposed for maintaining the resonant and frozen conditions against a t­
mospheric drag perturbing effects. W ith the simplicity and reliability of the pro­
posed control system, a satellite orbit can be maintained autonomously without 
any support from the ground for long-term operation. Also all small delta-V 
burns are used optimally to negate drag effects. These claims have been prac­
tically proven by the highly successful precise autonomous orbit maintenance 
experiment run onboard UoSAT-12 [70]. The spacecraft could maintain itself at 
the resonant condition with less than 5 metres variation in semimajor axis during 
a one month experimentation period under the influence of high solar activity.
In chapter 6, the orbit maintenance strategy has been extended to the the 
maintenance of multiple-satellite systems where the satellites positions are con­
trolled not only with respect to the ground but also to each others [72]. An 
innovative optimal relative position control system is proposed for enhanced mi­
crosatellites. The spacecraft use atmospheric drag to keep their relative position 
by adjusting the relative ballistic coefficient [73]. There is no requirement for a 
propulsion system in this control system.
7.2 Conclusions and D iscussion
It has been shown that orbital dynamics solutions play an important role in the 
design of each particular control strategy. W ith high precision m athem atical 
modeling, a satellite can be steered towards target orbits very precisely - even 
with an open-loop controller - as demonstrated in the orbit transfer phase towards 
resonant and frozen conditions. Closed-loop control systems become necessary 
when the nature of disturbances is not well-determined and for long-term orbit 
control operations. We have successfully demonstrated this closed-loop control 
system through the maintenance of the UoSAT-12 resonant orbit against atmo­
spheric drag, and in the modelling of formationkeeping of LEO constellations.
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Another important issue tha t we have emphasised here is tha t the practical­
ity of an orbital control system. We propose an orbital control algorithm which 
relies upon knowledge of the orbital state, which can be recovered using present 
navigation technology. This algorithm demands a trivial computational burden, 
and can control a satellite using a low-thrust propulsion system. The algorithms 
proposed in this thesis have been verified by both computer simulation and suc­
cessful demonstration on a real orbiting satellite. This therefore ensures that 
they can be practically applied in the real small satellite industry.
We have shown that this research is timely and of practical use. The advent of 
long-term autonomous orbit maintenance, in particular, will substantially shape 
the future of orbit operations. This will definitely ease the complexity tha t we 
will encounter in future missions where larger numbers of satellites and more 
complex formations will be used.
7.3 Future Work
There are two major potential issues which have arisen from this work which 
require further research. The first is on the extension of the control to different 
kinds of orbital configurations. In this research, we have limited ourselves to the 
control of epicycle motion, which can be applied to most LEO satellites which 
are in near-circular orbits. Some satellite applications in the future, however, 
may require more eccentric orbital configurations to achieve their goals. Control 
of satellites in such orbits will require different dynamic modeling and control 
strategies. To keep a constant relative phase separation between two satellites in 
a highly eccentric orbit, for example, may require the application of a continuous 
delta-V, because the separation tends to vary throughout the orbit with the 
maximum at perigee and the minimum at apogee. Making a small angle between 
the semimajor axis of the satellite’s orbits can reduce the magnitude of variation
[17], the satellites however still suffer differential perturbation effects, especially
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from the nonspherical Earth and atmospheric drag which will pose more complex 
dynamics than what we analyse in the epicycle motion.
The second issue for future work is on the effects of other perturbations for 
highly accurate control. In the future, the accuracy requirements for a control 
system may be much more rigorous than those required for the systems we have 
demonstrated here. When control accuracies of the order of a nanometre [14] are 
required, for example, even the effects of the Solar pressure perturbation on a 
LEO satellite, which is of 0 (1 0 “®), cannot be ignored. Such a level of control 
accuracy, however, is still far too difficult for current technologies. Even the most 
accurate orbit determination system can only provide accuracies of the order of 
a centimetre. For less stringent requirements, the effects from tessera! harmonics 
will cause the most severe problem. They cause an along-track variation of up to 
500 m for a LEO satellite (see figure (5.3)). A control system, therefore, definitely 
needs to model this perturbation source during the design of control algorithm.
Differential perturbation effects on the relative motion in constellation systems 
has also not been explicitly shown yet. We have assumed in our study on the 
control of multiple satellites tha t the satellite orbits are sufficiently close enough 
to one another that they will not suffer differential perturbation effects from the 
nonspherical Earth. These effects, however, may be significant for long-term 
relative motion for some other constellations in different orbital configurations. 
Modeling these effects analytically will help to improve the control performance 
and save fuel.
Another important perturbation source th a t has to be systematically modeled 
is the error from the thrusters themselves, both in magnitude and direction. 
Particularly, for the use of low-thrust propulsion system on a small satellite where 
a large number of small firings are applied, the accumulated effect may be too 
severe to achieve tight control accuracy requirements.
A ppendix A
D erivation of H ill’s Equations
From the geometry shown in figure (A .l), we can write the equations of motion 
for the point mass s as:
^  +  Ps “I------------------- -L Ps) =  fs  (A.l)
!^ o +  Ps\^
where fs  is the acceleration applied to s. Similarly, we write the equations of 
motion for the point mass m  as:
^0 +  Pni d--------------- (^0 +  Pm) =  fm  (A.2)
+  Pm\^
The equations of motion of s relative to m  can be obtained by subtracting equa­
tion (A.l) from equation (A.2) and making the substitution p  = Ps — pm'-
P H---------------------( ^  +  pm +  p ) ------------------( ^  +  Pm) =  fs  ~  fm  (A.3)
1A) +  Pm +  b'O +  PmP
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Figure A.l: Relative point mass geometry.
Expand the denominators in equation (A.3), and ignore terms second order or 
higher in p/i Q or p^/ro:
-P pm -L p\^ [(fo P  Pm P  P) ' +  Pm P
1 r  p \ i1 -  3 r o ------ - 3 ro • -
fo V I  r o / .
(A.4)
[(ro +  Pm) ( f b +
1 r r  Pm Y% --- 1 - 3 r o -----
ro I  r o / .
(A.5)
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where fq =  7^ o/ro- Substitute equations (A.4) and (A.5) into equation (A.3), we 
obtain;
a
' " s .
ro +  -  +  - 1 - 3 r o ----- - 3
/ V "'o/ I 0^^
(A.6)
.  , Prnrn +  —
ro V
(
1 - 3 Pmr o -----V ro/ — / s  flJ
Rearranging equation (A.6), and ignoring terms second order or higher in p/?’o 
or Pm/roy we obtain the general vector form of the H ill’s equations (also known 
as Clohessey-Wiltshire equations):
FP d [P +  3(7’o • p)r|)] — f s  — fn (A.7)
X A
P = y , /i — TqUq, fs fm f  — f y
z
.  .
The scalar form of the Hill’s equations are obtained by making the following 
substitutions in equation (A.7),
(A.8)
Collecting terms we obtain linearised equations that describe the motion of s 
relative to m:
X -  2noi/ -  3nl =
ÿ +  2nlx = fy  (A.9)
^ +  n lz  =
where the coordinate x  is along the velocity vector (along-track direction), y  is in 
the radial direction and z is in the out-of-plane direction. Uq is the mean motion 
of the reference orbit, fy and f .^ are forces per unit mass applied along in­
track, radial and cross-track, respectively. The homogeneous equations where the 
specific forces on the right hand side are zeros can be explicitly solved as [2]:
-,T
X y  z  X = $ ^0 Vo ^0 ^0 I/o ^0 (A.10)
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where 0  is the state transition matrix:
4 — 3 cos not 
6 sin not ~  Qiiot 
0
3?ro sin not
0 0 
1 0
0 cos not 
0 0
6770 (cos Mo ^  — 1) 0 0
0 0 — sin not
zèrsinnoi (1 -  COS77ot)
(1 — COS not) ^  sin not — 3tno
0
COS n o t
—2 sill not 
0
0
2 sin 77ot 
4 cos not — 3 
0
0
0
4sin77ot
0
0
cos 7%o^ 
(A .ll)
It is shown that the relative in-plane motion is coupled between along-track and 
radial direction, whereas the out-of-plane motion is decoupled from the others.
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